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ABSTRACT

High-performance and Energy-e�cient Computing Systems Using Photonics

Haiyang Han

Computer systems supported by photonic interconnects and photonic memory devices

can reach performance and energy e�ciency levels unattainable through purely electronic

means across scales, from processor chips to the data center. However, the promised

benefits cannot be realized through a simple replacement process; to reach their full

potential, several aspects across the entire system stack may need to be redesigned. This

thesis tries to explore opportunities to improve the energy consumption of existing data

center level photonics as well as adopt emerging photonic devices to build fast and energy-

saving cache memories. We identify and propose a number of specific architectural designs

that aim at these goals. By studying their feasibility and e↵ectiveness we have shown the

positive impact of photonic devices on performance and energy e�ciency. Our work also

outlines the design and evaluation philosophies of integrating photonics more e�ciently

into existing computing systems, laying the groundwork for realizable designs that can be

quickly adopted in real life.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The shift of computer architectures from single-core processors to multi-core proces-

sors [162, 64] in the last decades has increased computing power. Parallel softwares taking

advantages of Amdahl’s Law [80] and multi-core hardware infrastructures have both ben-

efited from and helped push for more e�cient data movement and communication. This

puts on-chip and o↵-chip communications, data movement, and data storage in important

roles in the modern computing paradigm, demanding high bandwidth, low latency, and

low energy consuming approaches. The recent advancements of silicon photonics [82, 155]

and optical interconnects [113, 135] provide us with a landscape that breaks current limi-

tations of conventional electrical signaling, which is increasingly challenged by the end of

Moore’s Law and the breakdown of “Dennard scaling” [53]. In this thesis, we try to take

advantage of this opportunity with realistic proposed designs, to provide new insights into

adopting existing and future photonic technologies in modern computer architectures.

1.1. Thesis

Computer systems supported by photonic interconnect and memory devices can reach

performance and energy e�ciency levels unattainable through purely electronic means

across scales, from processor chips to the datacenters. However, the promised benefits

cannot be realized through a simple replacement process. This thesis tries to rethink sev-

eral aspects of the system stack to allow photonic interconnect and memory devices to reach
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their full potentials in computing systems. We design and analyze the hardware/software

architectures from both macro and micro levels with high performance and energy e�-

ciency in mind.

We first try to tackle the increasingly prominent power consumption of network compo-

nents in data centers. Today, optical interconnects are already being used widely in com-

mercial environments to support rack-to-rack and board-to-board communications [87].

However, the high signal loss of optical components demand high laser powers. The en-

ergy e�ciency is further held back by the necessity to have lasers stay active, even during

periods of network inactivity, which can often be as much as 70–80% of the time [14, 13].

With more power-saving optimizations applied to the server, mechanical, and cooling com-

ponents of data centers, the relative power that the network consumes is more prominent.

Laser power-gating is a promising method to lower laser power when network utilization

is low, but hinders performance when network devices need to wait for the lasers to turn

on.

We propose the LC DC framework, a data center network architecture where the

operating system, the switch, and the transceiver devices are co-designed. We try to turn

o↵ unnecessary high power-consuming lasers in the network when we find windows of

low network utilization. At the same time full connectivity of the network is maintained.

When network utilization is high LC DC turns on links to dynamically adjust to the higher

network tra�c. We demonstrate the feasibility of LC DC at di↵erent levels, including

the device, switch, and node. LC DC is able to save on average 60% of the optical

transceivers’ energy, and up to 27% of the overall data center energy consumption, while

only at a cost of 6% additional packet latency.
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Next we turn our attention to nanophotonic integrations on a single-node level. On-

chip and inter-chip photonic technology, although extensively researched, have not been

widely adopted commercially. However the continuously increasing number of cores in

one computing instance as well as disintegrated architectures have created a situation

where the benefits of photonic technologies can be exploited. Numerous optical on-chip

network desgins have been proposed [170, 169, 127, 126, 51, 45, 47, 49, 72, 98, 116, 173]

to leverage the high bandwidth and energy e�ciency of silicon photonic links. All-optical

static random access memory (RAM) cells have also been demonstrated to have low

latency and energy consumption [4, 123].

We propose Pho$, an opto-electronic memory hierarchy for chip-multiprocessors (CMPs)

that utilize emerging photonic crystal (PhC) based optical memory cells [123] for a shared,

fast, and large L1 optical cache. We explore the performance and energy e�ciency as-

pects of architectural ideas that enable this transition. Finally, we present a novel optical

Network-on-Chip (NoC) topology Pho$Net and an optical network communication pro-

tocol to support the integration of on-chip optical caches. Pho$ is up to 3.89⇥ faster

(1.41⇥ on average) over a traditional electronic cache CMP, while achieving up to 90%

lower energy-delay product (31% on average). Under realistic assumptions, the Pho$Net

optical NoC achieves up to 70% power savings compared to directly applying previously

available optical NoC architectures.

The inherent ine�ciency of Pho$ is in its electronic last level cache (LLC), which

prevents an all-optical cache hierarchy. Improving upon Pho$, we propose an optical

phase change memory (O-PCM) [110, 142] enabled architecture where the electronic LLC

of Pho$ is replaced with an O-PCM LLC. We perform a design space exploration on the
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performance impacts of write queues in mitigating O-PCM’s long write latency. We also

study the e↵ects of a “no allocation” write policy to reduce the frequency of O-PCM cache

writes. Our results show that by employing only an 8-entry write queue and the write

policy, the combination of Pho$ and an O-PCM LLC can achieve similar performance to

Pho$ and extended cache life time despite O-PCM’s long write latency, while providing

non-volatility at the LLC level.

As a by product of working on this thesis, we present to the architecture community

our “pinballs” of the SPEC CPU2017 benchmark suite. Pinballs are shareable, OS in-

dependent files that are compatible with several architectural simulators [29, 147]. They

help researchers avoid the long simulation times of modern simulators with statistically

sampled program regions that can represent whole program behavior. We generate our

own pinballs for SPEC CPU2017 and our validation shows that they are representative

of the original benchmarks with an average absolute error rate of 12%. We also make our

pinballs public available [75].

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 details the LC DC architec-

ture, a feasibility study, and an evaluation of its power and performance. In Chapter 3 we

present the Pho$ architecture and evaluate its performance, power, and energy character-

istics. In Chapter 4, we present the O-PCM architecture that is extended upon Pho$ and

detail the results of our design space exploration in terms of performance and cache life

time. Chapter 5 summarizes our motivation, collection process, validation, methodology,

and results of CPU2017 pinballs. We discuss potential future work in Chapter 6, give a

brief review of related work in Chapter 7, and conclude in Chapter 8.
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The LC DC network architecture has been submitted and is under review for NSDI

2023. It’s preliminary version was presented at IEEE SUM 2017 [52]. The Pho$ architec-

ture was presented at ISLPED 2021 [73] and was nominated for the Best Paper Award. Its

extended version has been accepted and waiting for publication in ACM JETC [74]. The

optical phase change memory work is under preparation for both ECOC 2022 and SPIE

Photonics West 2023. The CPU2017 PinPoints work has been submitted to arXiv [76],

and the artifacts publicly shared with the community [75].
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CHAPTER 2

LC DC : Laser Control for Data Center Networks

2.1. Introduction

Optical interconnects have emerged as a promising solution to meet the growing de-

mand for high-bandwidth, low-latency, and energy e�cient communication in data cen-

ters [3, 67, 143]. A significant fraction of the energy consumption in these networks can

be attributed to the laser sources and laser drivers. As we argue, most of this energy is

wasted.

For example, a typical 64-port switch with 220W peak power draws on average

140W [9] and employs 10G SFP+ optical transceivers at 1W per port. With this con-

figuration the switch consumes a third of its power on optical transceivers. QSFP (40G)

transceivers consume as much as 3.5⇥ more power, raising the power ceiling even further.

However, most of the laser energy is wasted. Unlike traditional interconnects that expend

most of their energy only during packet transmission, optical interconnects are always on

and consume power, even during periods of inactivity. In reality, the interconnect often

stays idle for long periods: compute-intensive workloads underutilize the interconnect

(common in scientific and many analytic workloads), and servers in data centers often

stay idle or exhibit load imbalances (data centers are typically 20–30% utilized [14, 13]).

The natural solution is to turn o↵ the transceiver of an idle link to save energy, and turn

it back on when packets arrive to facilitate communication [79]. A naive implementation
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of this “laser gating”, though, risks exposing multiple laser turn-on delays to the end

application as a packet typically crosses multiple links to reach its destination, significantly

increasing packet latency and lowering performance.

We propose to hide the laser turn-on delay by capitalizing on the path diversity of

modern data center interconnects. To service high levels of tra�c across a large number of

nodes, data centers typically exploit scalable network topologies. For example, full-optical

Clos networks are widely deployed in Facebook [143], Google [152] and Microsoft [67] data

centers, and flattened butterfly topologies have been proposed as a cost-e�cient alterna-

tive by Google [3]. All these topologies provide path diversity, i.e., there are multiple

paths between any source-destination pair. Instead of turning o↵ links arbitrarily and

severing end-to-end paths, which exposes the laser turn-on delay, we propose to turn o↵

only redundant links when utilization is low, and turn them on again when the aggregate

workload needs more bandwidth. Maintaining full connectivity removes the laser turn-on

latency from the critical path and results in minimal performance degradation.

We also propose to control the server-to-ToR (Top of the Rack) switch links by inter-

cepting socket write calls at the OS level and raising a signal to the Network Interface

Card (NIC) lasers to turn on. The TCP/IP processing latency is high enough that allows

for ample time to notify the server NIC of the impending tra�c. By the time the data are

ready to be sent, the laser is already on and locked at the appropriate frequency, thereby

allowing the node to save energy with zero performance penalty.

The main idea of laser gating is not new. Such techniques have been proposed before

for on-chip interconnects [45, 48, 46, 50]. An earlier study capitalizing on path diversity

for laser control in on-chip interconnects [50] was extended to data centers but only as
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a conceptual study; no evaluation was performed on tra�c similar to modern large-scale

data centers (only a university data center tra�c trace was used), and the feasibility of

the technique was not proven or discussed. After all, the latency to perform network

control plane changes has been previously shown to be in the ms scale [59], which could

render such a technique useless, and the latency to perform link retraining for Clock and

Data Recovery (CDR) can be prohibitively high.

In this chapter we aim to set the record straight. We evaluate laser gating on multi-

stage data center networks with a Clos architecture similar to the one found in modern

hyperscale data centers [67, 143, 152] using tra�c patterns that closely approximate real-

world tra�c [67, 89, 143]. We demonstrate that control plane changes can be performed

in a matter of ns by implementing LC DC on a 6⇥6 10.8Gbit/s switch on an FPGA. We

implement a device driver on a modern Linux operating system and kernel changes that

intercept socket write calls to raise a signal and alert the NIC of imminent outgoing tra�c.

We measure the latency of the TCP/IP processing and show that the NIC has ample time

to turn on its transceiver while the outgoing packet is being prepared. Finally, through a

combination of physical experiments and analog SPICE simulations of laser driver circuit

models, we show that optical transceivers and their electronic drivers can be turned on

at µs scales. Collectively, these results demonstrate that laser power gating at the data

center scale is indeed feasible, and can be driven by the OS and network switch layers. We

then estimate the energy savings that can be achieved on a variety of scenarios through

simulations and technology projections.

More specifically, our contributions are:
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• We propose LC DC (Laser Control for Data Centers), a data center network

system architecture in which the operating system, the switch, and the optical

components are co-designed to achieve energy proportionality.

• We demonstrate the feasibility of employing LC DC at servers and global switches

through modifications in the Linux kernel and device drivers, switch design on

FPGA boards, physical experiments with optical devices, and analog circuit sim-

ulations.

• We develop a data center tra�c generator that models the tra�c exhibited at

Facebook and Microsoft. We show that our tra�c generator produces CDFs of

flow size and flow intervals that closely match real-world tra�c.

• We evaluate LC DC on models of Facebook and Microsoft data center tra�c, as

well as tra�c traces from a university data center. LC DC saves on average 60%

of the optical transceiver power (68% max) at the cost of 6% higher packet delay.

• As servers and cooling, electrical and mechanical systems become increasingly

more energy e�cient, we project that the network will command a larger fraction

of the overall data center energy consumption. We estimate the potential savings

of LC DC on a hypothetical future data center that applies multiple server-

level energy optimizations. We find that LC DC can save 12% and 21% of the

data center energy on average when deactivating transceivers or transceivers and

switch PHY and NIC electronics, respectively, even for cases where the server

utilization approaches 70%.
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2.2. Motivation

Power and energy e�ciency have been at the forefront of research in circuits and

computer architecture for at least 15 years [156, 157, 24]. Innovations in these fields

coupled with technological advances in materials, semiconductor processes and packaging

yield lower-power devices at each technology node [38, 164, 21, 95]. The end result is the

rapidly increasing energy e�ciency of server components, including memory, storage, pro-

cessors, and ultimately the servers themselves. Simultaneously, the high power demands

of modern data centers has pushed data center operators to drastically reduce power in-

e�ciencies. As a result, modern state-of-the-art data centers reduced the power overhead

for cooling, electrical and mechanical systems from more than 2⇥ a decade ago to only

6% today [112, 66]. As servers deliver increasingly higher performance per Watt, and

data center overheads are aggressively eliminated, their contribution to the overall data

center power consumption drops, exposing other components that have not yet received

similar attention [79]. Data center networks are one of these components, and its relative

power consumption rises as innovations in other sectors reduce the power draw of other

data center components.

Figure 2.1 shows the breakdown of data center power as various optimizations are

applied on servers. For generality, we carry out the same study across various network

designs from the literature: a Clos Facebook site [143], a Flattened Butterfly intercon-

nect by Google [3], and three Fat-Tree networks derived from [60] that are either readily

available using o↵-the-shelf components (Fat-Tree 1), or require board and chassis engi-

neering for higher e�ciency and lower cost (Fat-Tree 2), or require board, chassis and new

ASIC design (Fat-Tree 3). All designs are modeled using the exact component counts and
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Figure 2.1. Data center power breakdown change as a function of server
system optimizations, across various network designs.

connectivity described in their respective publications. Figure 2.1 breaks down the data

center power into:

• Server systems

• Switch ASIC and CPU chips (28W per switch) [60]

• Server network card (NIC) electronics (10W) [3]

• Switch PHY chips that implement the Layer 1 protocol exposed by the switch

(0.8W, one PHY per port) [60]

• Optical transceivers on switch and NIC card ports, assuming 1W for 10G SFP+,

2.4W for 40G QSFP [60]

The figure excludes the overhead for cooling, electrical and mechanical systems within

the data center, as the additional overhead these systems impose is proportional to the

power draw of the server, storage and networking equipment. We note that modern hy-

perscale data centers often achieve Power Usage E↵ectiveness (PUE) of 1.06 [66, 112] and
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report a comprehensive trailing twelve-month PUE of 1.10 [66] across all large-scale data

centers, in all seasons, including all sources of overhead. Thus, the additional overhead

of large-scale data centers nowadays represents a relatively small fraction of their overall

energy consumption.

Most readers would be familiar with the left-most stacked bar for each network, where

92–95% of the power is consumed by the servers and only 5–8% goes to the interconnect.

However, this assumes that all servers run at 100% utilization and draw peak power all

the time. In reality, servers are typically only 20–30% utilized [14, 13]. Thus, their con-

tribution to data center power is lower, and the relative importance of other components

grows. The second stacked bar shows this e↵ect assuming typical servers circa 2013 [58].

The third bar shows the e↵ect of 30% server utilization on a best-of-class modern

server that is nearly energy-proportional: the Lenovo Think System SR665, which cur-

rently has the highest performance per Watt as measured by an audited SPECpower

benchmark [158]. This server expends 58% of its power at 30% utilization (compared to

70% for the 2013 server [13]). The fourth bar continues that trend and models a fully

energy-proportional server at 30% utilization [14, 58, 13] at which point it consumes 40%

of its peak power. On average, a data center with fully energy-proportional servers at

30% utilization seems to spend about 86% of its energy on the servers and the remaining

14% on the network.

The following bars apply successively more optimizations on the server components

(and if applicable the switch and NIC electronics) to account for the transition from 7nm

to 1.5 nm CMOS technology following IRDS projections [38, 22]; the use of modern mem-

ory technology (e.g., Micron’s 3D hybrid memory cube, HMC) [136, 22]; the introduction
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of 16-die-stacked 3D NAND Flash for solid-state drives [164, 8]; and the employment of

specialized computing which is modeled after the Catapult project [140] in Microsoft that

deployed FPGAs in production data centers to o↵-load computations from conventional

general-purpose processors.

Finally, the last two bars show the impact of applying various recent technologies such

as DRAM refresh reduction [93], DRAM idle power-o↵ [182], memory disaggregation [120],

and near-memory processing [100]. We model the impact of these optimizations by em-

ploying them only on the appropriate components, following the typical power profile of

data-center-class servers [58] and switches [9, 60].

As Figure 2.1 indicates, with each optimization the relative power consumption of

servers drops, to the point where the network becomes a major component. Our projec-

tions indicate that, unless something is done, the thousands of transceivers employed in a

data center network will account for 20% of the data center power consumption on aver-

age across network designs, after these series of optimizations are applied on the servers.

Moreover, the combined switch PHY chips, server NIC electronics and transceivers will

account for as much as 46% of the data center power. Thus, we argue it is time to start

optimizing the network not only for latency, bandwidth and cost, but also for power and

energy e�ciency.

It is important to note that the optimizations we model in this study are carefully se-

lected to be conservative and readily available, and they are solidly backed by experimental

characterization of existing products. The technology projections conform to the roadmap
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Figure 2.2. Data center network configuration, similar to design from Roy
et al. [143].

that the semiconductor industry collectively sets every year since 1993 [38, 22], the mem-

ory and SSD devices are already commercially available [136, 125, 111, 164], nearly full-

energy-proportional servers are commercially available today [158], and some data centers

already deploy specialized computing (e.g., Microsoft’s Catapult [140], Google’s Tensor

Processing Units [86]).

To capture a wider range or projections, we also include two more sophisticated en-

ergy e�ciency optimizations that have been in active development in industry for more

than a decade, and while they are not mainstream products yet, they are in advanced

stages of development. These optimizations include near-memory processing [100] and

disaggregation [120]. There is a large number of much more aggressive optimizations that

we explicitly chose not to include, as their ability to scale up to production at reasonable

cost is unknown, or they are not a good fit for hypercale data centers, or simply because

they are not commercially available yet, despite their high potential (e.g., STT-RAM,

PCM, near-threshold-voltage processors, spintronics, neuromorphic processors, and chip-

and board-level photonics).
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2.3. LC DC Architecture

We propose LC DC to minimize the amount of power spent on optical transceivers

employed in switches and server NIC cards by turning them o↵ when they are not needed.

Moreover, we can extend the design of LC DC to also put the switch PHY chips and the

server NIC electronics into a low-power state at the same time that the laser is switched

o↵. While we do not study this extension in this chapter, it can address as much as 46%

of the projected data center power consumption (Figure 2.1), even after accounting for

the CMOS scaling of the PHY and NIC electronics.

To minimize the performance impact of waiting for the lasers to turn on, LC DC

deactivates only redundant links, while maintaining full network connectivity. As there is

always a path connecting any pair of nodes, packets can still reach their destination while

links are activated. LC DC monitors the interconnect tra�c and turns o↵ links when the

utilization is low to save energy, and activates additional links when the utilization is high

to increase performance.

2.3.1. LC DC Operation at the Switch Level

LC DC is applicable to any network topology with path diversity. In this chapter we

evaluate it in a network similar to a site in the Facebook data center [143]. Figure 2.2

presents the network design. Each rack has 48 nodes which connect to a Rack Switch

(RSW). 32 RSW’s form a Cluster and connect to 4 Cluster Switches (CSW). 4 Clusters

(16 CSWs) connect to 4 “Fat Cat” Routers (FC) to form a site. The RSWs have 48

10G (downlink) input-output ports and 4 10G uplinks to CSW intermediate routers (12:1
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oversubscription). In turn, the CSW’s provide 4 40G uplinks to FC switches (2:1 over-

subscription). Each set of CSWs within a cluster and the FCs are connected on a ring

formed by 8 10G links and 16 10G links respectively, for load balancing.

LC DC controls each tier independently. Each RSW has 4 uplinks to connect to all the

CSWs in its cluster (path divergence). Each one of these uplinks defines a Stage. When

we say that stage k is active, we mean that links 1 through k are active. Initially only one

stage per RSW is active. LC DC on each switch estimates network tra�c by monitoring

the bu↵er depth (bu↵er utilization, aka queue backlog) of its active links, which is an

accurate and lightweight method [32]. When a bu↵er’s depth exceeds a tunable threshold

(high watermark), the RSW turns on an additional stage to provide higher bandwidth

and minimize queueing delay. The switch sends a control message through the already

active stages to the corresponding CSW informing it of the new stage activation, and

once its transceiver is active and has received an acknowledgement from the CSW that

the receiving side is active, it starts using the additional link.

The newly activated stage turns o↵ when the RSW that activated it becomes un-

derutilized, i.e., its bu↵er utilization falls below a low watermark. In that case, LC DC

realizes that the additional bandwidth provided by the redundant link is not necessary,

and should turn it o↵. The RSW stops receiving outgoing messages in this port, serves

all the packets in its bu↵ers, and then notifies the corresponding CSW with a stage turn-

o↵ message which deactivates the last activated stage. Once the CSW acknowledges the

link deactivation, RSW turns o↵ its transceiver too. Link activation and deactivation at

CSWs and FCs is performed similarly.
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Figure 2.3. LC DC switch architecture.

LC DC adaptively routes tra�c through only the active stages which achieves load

balancing, turns on lasers on the side and hides their turn-on delay, and avoids unnecessary

link activation which maximizes the energy savings.

2.3.2. LC DC Switch Architecture

Figure 2.3 shows the architecture of the LC DC switch. LC DC is a combined input-

output queued switch (CIOQ) [34]. At the input, bu↵ering relies on the hardware queues

of RGMII MAC, while at the output the design features one RAM-based queue per
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physical port. The LC DC datapath is 64-bit wide and adds a single annotation flit to

each packet that flows through it to pass information from one stage to the next. The

design implements a control message channel that uses the same physical ports as data

packets (in-band).

2.3.2.1. Dataplane Pipeline Stages. The Ethernet frames are pulled from RGMII

MAC queues that drive the physical interfaces using a round robin arbiter. Besides the

physical input ports, the switch features a virtual port that interfaces a 2-port memory

to the arbiter. The memory is pre-programmed with all flavors of control packets that

are forwarded to other switches to initiate LC DC stage changes. The arbiter polls the

virtual port out-of-order to prioritize the forwarding of generated control packets.

In the next pipeline stage the processing di↵ers depending on whether the packet is

LC DC control or not. The LC DC control packet is an ethernet frame where bytes

13–14 form the LC DC Ethernet type (0x9100). The next 8 bytes contain the senderID

(4B), the stageID (2B), and the TTL (2B). The packet is then padded to the minimum

ethernet frame size. The stageID denotes the LC DC stage to be enabled and the possible

values are deployment-wide agreed. The TTL designates the number of switching layers

that the control packet may flow through before it is discarded. This approach simplifies

the distribution scheme by allowing control packets to get forwarded from all output

ports of each switch without worrying for endless loops. Accordingly, the control packet

processing checks the stageID and sends the appropriate notification to the LC DC stage

enabling component, updates the TTL and drops the packet (if zero) or propagates it

for forwarding. Finally, the senderID designates the control packet sender, so it is used

to determine if the packet was generated in the local switch. If it was, it is directly
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forwarded to the scheduler because the stage transition process is initiated before control

packet generation.

The non-local packets initiate a Content Addressable Memory (CAM) lookup to match

the packet destination Ethernet MAC address with a logical port, which is a deployment-

unique identifier of the destination switch where the packet recipient is attached. This

switch addressing scheme is internal to LC DC and has to be configured by the con-

trol plane (Section 2.3.2.2). For multicast support, special logical port identifiers are

programmed by the control plane for each multicast tree. Accordingly, the logical port

identifier is pushed to the packet annotation space and a multicast bit is set when needed

before the packet propagates to the scheduler pipeline stage.

The scheduler load-balances the incoming tra�c over the available output physical

port queues based on the packet destination and the LC DC stage that is enabled. As

the provided packet destination is a logical port, the scheduler has access to a series of

binary CAM tables, one per LC DC stage, to determine the physical output port options.

These CAM tables take the logical port as input and provide a binary map at the output

where all the possible physical ports that may be used for this destination, based on the

enabled LC DC stage, are one-hot encoded. The scheduler uses each time a single CAM

that corresponds to the currently enabled stage. A simple weighted scheduling algorithm

chooses the output queue with the minimum backlog from the ones that belong to the

given map. In case of multicast packets, the scheduler places a copy to all output queues

of the encoded map, which is encoded accordingly to implement the multicast. This step

concludes the LC DC datapath operation.
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Moreover, three peripheral components orchestrate the LC DC stage transitions. First,

the queue backlog monitor component inspects all the output queue backlogs. When a

backlog exceeds an administrator defined high watermark, the stage up trigger is sent

in parallel to the other two components: (1) the stage enable component and (2) the

stage enable control message generator. The former immediately drives the electronics

to enable the next stage and when it receives a stage ready signal it enables the CAM

stage table that corresponds to the currently active output ports. The latter activates the

virtual input port so that the arbiter pulls the proper control packet to notify the rest

of the deployment for the state change. If the backlogs become low, the backlog monitor

sends to the stage enable component the stage down trigger, which immediately enables

the appropriate CAM table while it requests the shutdown of specific physical ports.

2.3.2.2. LC DC Control Plane. The LC DC switch requires control plane support

that has overview of the whole network deployment and device topology in order to

provide the required forwarding information on all CAM tables, the thresholds on the

backlog monitors and the programming of the control packets for the underlying switch

fabrics. For this particular purpose the current design features an Altera Avalon bus

interface that connects the aforementioned components to the Altera NIOS processor, a

softcore processor solution that is provided by the FPGA platform we use. Therefore,

low-level software-based control plane support can be realized on each switch, which can

then be integrated with data center network orchestration tools like OpenStack Neutron

according to the SDN paradigm.
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2.3.3. OS and Device Driver Design for Node-Level LC DC

In addition to controlling the redundant links, LC DC independently controls the transceivers

on each server’s NIC card, by using a modified network card device driver which is con-

trolled by the system as a kernel module. LC DC intercepts the Linux sendmsg() system

call and replaces it with our version of sendmsg() by modifying the system call table at

driver module initialization. Upon a user-level socket write() call, the driver signals

its laser to turn on and then invokes the original sendmsg() function. While the laser

turns on, the payload goes through the TCP/IP stack processing. By the time the driver-

specific transmit function is called to transmit over the fiber, su�cient time has elapsed

for the laser to be fully operational and transmit the data. Changes to the Linux driver

and kernel module are minimal at around 200 lines of code.

2.4. Feasibility Study

In this section we perform a comprehensive study on the feasibility of LC DC . At the

device level, we experimentally measured the turn-on delays of a commercially available

optical transceiver and performed SPICE simulations for verification. At the switch level,

we used Verilog to implement an LC DC switch on FPGA and measured its delays. At

the node/OS level we experimentally measured the time between an OS sendmsg system

call and actual bits being sent to the physical link to determine if the NIC has ample time

to turn on its lasers without penalty.

2.4.1. Feasibility at the Device Level
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(a) SFP+ transceiver module configu-
ration.

(b) Experimental setup for the op-
tical modules.

(c) Output Eye
diagram.

Figure 2.4. Physical on/o↵ timing experiment with a VCSEL laser device.

2.4.1.1. Optical Transceiver Turn-on Delay. The datacom transceiver modules that

are largely deployed in current data center implementations mainly rely on SFP+ modules

for up to 10Gbit/s link bandwidths and QSFP modules, which is a quadruple form of

SFP+, for link bandwidths in the range of 40Gbit/s to 100Gbit/s. The simplest SFP+

form of transceiver is shown in Figure 2.4a and comprises a transmitter side which includes

a laser component followed by the laser driver circuitry, and a receiver side that includes a

photodetector followed by the pre-amplifier, also called trans-impedance amplifier (TIA),

and the post-amplifier. Optional additional circuitry may include a CDR (clock and data

recovery) circuit in both transceiver sides.

In such transceiver configurations, the transmitter turn on/o↵ timings are denoted as

Tx Disable assert time / Tx negate assert time and are defined in the SFP+ multisource

agreement (MSA) [39]. The MSA specifies that the transmitter turn on/o↵ timings are

100 µs and 1ms respectively, while the receiver turn on/o↵ times denoted as Rx LOS

assert delay / Rx LOS negate delay are 100 µs each. However, the MSAs have set the

timing boundaries well beyond any safety margins of stable operation in order to fully re-

lax the design and cost requirements of the transceivers [39]. In fact, though both optical
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and electrical components comprising the transceivers allow for significantly faster oper-

ations, this has never been a design objective for commercial manufacturers of Datacom

transceiver modules, and hence they are not optimized for it.

This becomes evident for transceivers in the SFP+ form-factor that are deployed in

PON (Passive Optical Network) applications, such as the 10GE-PON SFP+ transceivers.

For these transceivers, the necessity for burst operation has led to their commercial im-

plementations exhibiting turn on/o↵ times of 512 ns each [57, 81, 56]. These transceivers

retain all other Datacom SFP+ specifications, such as power consumption, bit rate, etc,

and thus demonstrate that transceiver for Datacom applications (e.g., data centers) can

also be implemented with equally fast µs-scale turn on/o↵ timings.

To provide further evidence that the optical components can be turned on/o↵ at

such high speed, we set an experimental setup of a manufactured VCSEL device and a

simulation model of the electrical circuitry to assess the minimum timings required for

turning on/o↵ such transceivers. Figure 2.4b shows the experimental setup that reveals

the turn on/o↵ timings for the optical components. We have chosen the 22GHz VCSEL

laser of [91] as the optical source, since VCSELs are typical laser sources for Datacom

transceivers. We consider the non-return-to-zero (NRZ) direct modulation bandwidth as

the laser turn on/o↵ frequency. A pseudo-random binary sequence with a word length of

27�1 and a bit rate of 35Gbit/s was generated from a commercial pattern generator. The

output of the pattern generator was a single-ended NRZ signal with a swing of 650mV

peak-to-peak, while a bias tee superimposed this data signal on a DC bias current of

12.4mA. This setup substitutes the laser driving circuitry of Figure 2.4a, and defines

the electrical signal specs to be applied to the VCSEL through RF probes. The optical
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signal generated by the VCSEL was then pre-amplified through an erbium-doped fiber

amplifier (EDFA) and launched to a Finisar XPDV3120R 70GHz photodetector with 3V

bias. The electrical signal at the output of the PD was then captured by an Infinium

sampling scope, revealing a clear eye-pattern for up to 35Gbit/s as shown in Figure 2.4c.

This implies that both transmitter and receiver optical components have the ability to be

turned on/o↵ at timing below 15 ps respectively.

The experiment above demonstrates that the turn on/o↵ speed achievable by laser

devices is well below the µs-scale that LC DC requires. The electrical integrated circuit

for the receiver can also be su�ciently fast for LC DC application. An electrical circuit

that even includes a burst mode CDR has been recently shown to exhibit optical power

calibration in 12.5 ps and phase lock in 18.5 ps [144], both well below 1 µs. We emphasize

that switching o↵ links and their lasers does not modify the links; the link characteristics

are the same when the link is powered up again. This makes the link amenable to clock

phase caching, which was recently demonstrated to provide clock and data recovery times

below 625 ps [36, 35, 12] on a real-time prototype with commercial transceivers, com-

fortably within the µs requirement of LC DC . This result was further validated against

temperature variation and clock jitter [36], demonstrating its resilience and applicability

to real-world scenarios.

To fully assess the lower possible boundaries of the transceiver timing specifications,

the only remaining component in our device-level feasibility study, we derived a SPICE-

based analog simulation model for the laser driver depicted in Figure 2.5a. In this config-

uration, we considered the RLC electrical circuit equivalent for the VCSEL as provided

by Finisar in [63].
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(a) Lumped model for VCSEL laser [63].
(b) Spice simulation waveform in a 45 nm
CMOS technology.

Figure 2.5. Spice simulation on power gating a VCSEL laser.

2.4.1.2. Electronic Circuit Simulation. We created a spice simulation in a 45 nm

CMOS technology following the specification provided from VCSEL laser model [63].

As shown in Figure 2.5a, the model contains simple lumped components for bonding

pad CPAD (68.3 pF), distributed resistance components RP1(215⌦), RP2(147⌦), and

RL(1690⌦) for mirror, and combined junction and oxide capacitance CJOX(34 pF). This

simplified lumped model has been verified from DC to high frequency (25GHz) to match

well with measured responses from the physical VCSEL laser [63]. In our simulation, a

small CMOS driver with transistor sizes of 10µm was used to turn on and o↵ the laser

block. Simulation in Figure 2.5b shows that the laser junction voltage can be driven

within 25 ns with a large signal magnitude using our small CMOS driver. This simulation

shows that such a laser source can be power gated well within 100 ns or 1µs time window.

2.4.2. Feasibility at the Switch Level

Similar to transceiver modules, commercially available switches do not allow for fast

nanosecond-scale updates to port maps or rules. While technologically this should be
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feasible within a few processor cycles, commercial designs never had the incentive to

optimize it to a few nanoseconds.

To demonstrate the feasibility of LC DC at the switch layer we implemented a pro-

totype of the described LC DC pipeline architecture in Verilog as a 6⇥6 switch, with

small-sized CAMs (100 entries each) and support for four LC DC stages (Figure 2.3).

The design targets an Altera Stratix V GT platform where it achieves a clock rate of

169.32MHz, providing a 10.8Gbit/s backplane. The overall latency from the time a

packet flit enters the pipeline until it is delivered to the output queues is 7 cycles (2 cycles

for the logical port lookup, 2 for the stage out port map lookup, 2 for the scheduler, and

1 for placing at the output queue). The cycle count is expected to grow with the number

of output ports because the scheduler checks all backlogs before queueing a packet.

Our design also demonstrates fast stage trigger generation. When the backlog monitor

observes a threshold violation (checked on every cycle) it signals the stage enable com-

ponent in the same cycle (<5.8 ns delay). When a control packet that initiates the stage

change appears at the input, 2 cycles elapse before the proper flit is parsed (12.8 ns). As

soon as the stage enable component receives the ready signal from the output ports, it

enables the appropriate stage CAM lookup table on the next cycle so that the next packet

(whenever it arrives) is forwarded according to the new stage.

Our FPGA prototype demonstrates that it is feasible to implement a fast LC DC

switch with ns-scale latencies. ASIC implementations would be even faster than our

FPGA implementation, but they are outside the scope of this chapter.
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2.4.3. Feasibility at the Node Level

Using our modified Linux network device driver we measured the latency between the

hypothetical “laser turn on” command that the device driver will issue to the NIC

transceiver, and the subsequent call to the device-specific transmit function that starts

sending the bits through the physical link. To do this we took timestamps with our ver-

sion of the sendmsg() system call and NIC device transmit function were invoked. Our

test-bed consists of an Intel 82579LM Ethernet card and an Intel Core™ i5 2520M 2.5GHz

processor running Linux kernel 4.2.0 on Ubuntu 15.10. We measured a mean elapsed time

of 3.2 µs over 100k samples on a completely idle system at runlevel 1 to minimize pertur-

bations from other kernel services, TCP NODELAY to eliminate small packet aggregation,

and with hyper-threading, frequency governors, and all but one cores disabled to minimize

perturbations due to thread migration or core frequency changes.

Our results corroborate independent measurements in literature of 3.7 µs for a packet

to traverse the TCP/IP stack [97]. These results independently measured that it takes

950 ns for a process to send a message to the socket interface on a connection that has

already been established. Evoking a socket write begins the TCP layer to initiate trans-

mission, copy the application bu↵er into the transmit queue in kernel space and prepare

a datagram for the IP layer (260 ns). Then the IP layer does routing, segmentation, pro-

cesses the IP header, and eventually calls the network device driver (550 ns). The network

device driver constructs the output packet queue entry and calls the precise hardware im-

plementation of the NIC card to transmit the frame by passing a pointer to the packet

descriptor (430 ns). This causes a control register write within the NIC to set up a DMA

transfer to fetch the pointer, and when it completes control is handed to the NIC card
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(400 ns). Another 760 ns are consumed by the NIC to process the core register write,

interpret the descriptor, and based on the descriptor initiate a DMA to fetch from main

memory the data of the packet to transmit. Each 64-byte cache line access to memory

takes an estimated 400 ns to propagate from the PCIe signal pins to memory and back.

Thus, it takes a total of 3.75 µs for an application to launch a packet onto the fiber in-

terface. Thus, the server’s NIC card will have ample time to turn on its laser and it will

impose no laser turn-on delay to the sending process.

2.5. Experimental Methodology

The goals of our evaluation are to determine LC DC ’s power and energy savings

on the transceivers and data center levels as well as any performance overheads. We

model the data center network in Figure 2.2 using the BookSim cycle-accurate network

simulator [41] that we modified in-house. We faithfully model all tra�c, including the

additional control packets generated by LC DC . The simulator is supplied packets from a

tra�c generator that shapes tra�c to conform to the distributions prevalent in large-scale

data centers. The tra�c generator models the tra�c characteristics shown in [67, 89, 143].

In addition to large-scale data centers with heavy tra�c, we evaluate the performance of

LC DC on more traditional data centers that exhibit lower tra�c demand. For that, we

use snippets of traces collected from routers in a university data center [18].

The feasibility study (Section 2.4) demonstrated that optical devices can turn on/o↵

at ns–µs scale. Commercial 10Gbit/s SFP+ products [44] which have maximum turn-

on/o↵ delays of 100 ns are available, but to remain conservative in our evaluation, we

model laser turn on/o↵ times based on a commercially available SFP+ module (MRV
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SFPFC401) which has a turn-on/o↵ delay of 1 µs /10 µs [115] (only the delay numbers are

used). We model the delay characteristics of routers as derived from our feasibility study

(Section 2.4), and we calculate link latency based on the traversed optical fiber length.

We estimate network performance by measuring the average packet delivery latency,

and the energy savings by measuring the fraction of the time each link is deactivated.

We set the high watermark at 75% bu↵er utilization for stage activation, and the low

watermark at 22% bu↵er utilization for stage deactivation (experimentally determined to

balance energy savings with network performance).

2.6. Experimental Results

2.6.1. Input Data

Figure 2.6 shows the data tra�c injected into our simulated network. We created a tra�c

generator that produces tra�c that closely approximates the network tra�c originating

from large-scale data centers in Facebook [143], Microsoft [67, 89], as well as in higher

education settings [18]. Comparing the distribution of tra�c from our generator with the

large-scale data center tra�c from published measurements [143, 67, 89], we confirm that

they have similar CDFs, as is shown in Figure 2.7. We measure the Pearson r coe�cient

to be between 0.979–0.992 for the flow size CDF, and 0.894–0.998 for the flow interval

CDF. Thus, our simulations are conducted under conditions that closely approximate

real-world environments.
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Figure 2.6. CDF of tra�c data input used in simulation.

2.6.2. Results

Figure 2.8 shows the portion of the network that is activated during the execution of the

tra�c workload for each modelled tra�c. Most tra�c types exhibit sparse and bursty

packet injection trends. Thus, LC DC finds windows of low utilization to deactivate a

link, and 87% of the time on average half of the network is deactivated, indicating the

potential to achieve significant power savings. The Microsoft data center tra�c presents
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Figure 2.7. Comparison of simulated tra�c CDF of flow size and flow inter-
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Figure 2.9. LC DC transceiver energy savings.

the most challenges, but LC DC still manages to turn o↵ half of the network half the

time.

As a result, LC DC saves on average 60% of the optical transceivers’ energy (Fig-

ure 2.9). The lower energy savings relative to the time breakdown (Figure 2.8) are due to
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Figure 2.10. Impact of LC DC on packet latency.

the fact that while a transceiver is in the process of turning on or o↵, the link is still con-

sidered deactivated, but we conservatively charge the full transceiver power consumption

to the network. The energy savings come at the cost of 6% higher average packet latency

(Figure 2.10) as queueing in network bu↵ers may slightly increase, which we argue can

be largely absorbed by the application layer.

Following the analysis in Section 2.2 we estimate the data center energy savings of

LC DC in Figure 2.11. We consider the data center to be at an average utilization of

30%. Additionally we calculate the energy savings of LC DC in cloud servers, which are

shown to typically have higher utilizations at 40%-70% [124]. Figures 2.11b and 2.11c

show energy savings at 50% and 70% utilization, respectively. For data centers at 30%

utilization, assuming the data center servers are optimized for energy while maintaining

high performance, LC DC can save 12% of the data center energy by deactivating links

when they are not needed. It is also possible to extend LC DC to deactivate or put
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(a) Cloud servers at 30% uti-
lization.
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(b) Cloud servers at 50% uti-
lization.
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(c) Cloud servers at 70% uti-
lization.

Figure 2.11. Impact of LC DC on overall data center energy.

into a sleep mode the switch PHY chips and the server NIC electronics whenever the

corresponding link is deactivated. With that extension, LC DC ’s data center energy

savings can reach up to 27% on average, even after accounting for the CMOS scaling of

the switch PHY and NIC card electronics. While we do not directly explore turning o↵

the switch PHY and NIC card electronics, it is a promising future direction for this work.

For cloud servers with utilizations of 50% and 70%, LC DC can respectively save 10%

and 9% of total data center energy by just turning o↵ links. By deactivating the switch

PHY and NIC electronics, LC DC can respectively save 23% and 21% of total data center

energy.

2.7. Conclusions

As technological innovations steadily reduce the power consumption of data center

components, network power consumption becomes increasingly prominent. We argue that

it is time to start optimizing the network designs not only for latency, bandwidth and cost,

but also for power and energy e�ciency. We present LC DC , a data center network sys-

tem architecture in which the operating system, the switch, and the optical components
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are co-designed to achieve energy proportionality. We demonstrate LC DC ’s feasibility

at all levels (electrical circuitry, optical devices, node-level architecture, and switch archi-

tecture). Our results show that LC DC saves on average 60% optical transceiver power

(68% max). We also show that it can save 9%–12% of total data center energy by turning

o↵ links and 21%–27$ energy by also turning o↵ the switch PHY and NIC electronics.
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CHAPTER 3

Pho$: A Case for Shared Optical Cache Hierarchies

3.1. Introduction

It has been nearly 25 years since the performance gap between CPUs and main

memory, or the “Memory Wall”, was identified as the main obstacle in increasing the

performance of computer systems [179]. To mitigate the memory wall, stemming from

the high latency of electronic memories and the limited bandwidth of electronic o↵-chip

memory interconnects, modern chip multiprocessors (CMPs) have resorted to deep cache

hierarchies. However, on-chip caches can occupy as much as 40% of the die area [23]

and 32% of the processor’s power [148]. As a result, multiple e↵orts on the device and

architecture levels have focused on mitigating these issues, including caches based on

STT-RAM [178, 69, 161, 154, 84], Phase Change Memory [107, 176, 85], and 3D-die

stacking [160, 103, 106, 104, 83, 17, 180].

Alternatively, optical interconnects and nanophotonic technologies have emerged as

promising yet underdeveloped solutions to tackle the disparity between processor and

memory speeds. Today, we appear to have all the ingredients necessary to design novel

optical cache architectures supported by optical interconnects. Optical Networks on

Chip (NoCs) demonstrate higher bandwidth and energy e�ciency than the traditional

electronic NoCs used in CMPs [170, 169, 127, 126, 51, 45, 47, 49, 72, 98, 116, 173].

Optically connected memory (OCM) raises the possibility to switch much of the data
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transports between the processor and DRAM chips to the optical domain [15, 71, 70].

Silicon photonic IC optical interfaces have been integrated with an electronic IC using a

65 nm DRAM, providing a fast 4⇥ wavelength 10Gbit/s optical interface for HPC ap-

plications [27]. Optical Flip-Flops (FFs) in photonic crystal nanocavities (PhC) [123, 4]

can form the building blocks of all-optical memory cells [5], which have demonstrated

both speed and energy benefits over their electronic counterparts by boasting read/write

speeds up to 40 Gbps [123, 166]. Several optical Flip-Flops (FFs) have been developed

with materials like coupled semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) [165], III-V-on-SOI

microdisk lasers [101], polarization bistable vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VC-

SELs) [146], coupled semiconductor optical amplifier-based Mach-Zehnder Interferometers

(SOA-MZIs) [102], and photonic crystal nanocavities (PhC) [123, 4]. The confluence of

these technologies seems to be all we need to develop an optical cache hierarchy.

However, the application of an optical cache is not a simple plug-and-play replacement

of its conventional electronic counterpart. While prior works [108, 109] have tried to

explore this topic, the proposed designs are infeasible for capacities larger than a few

kB due to unrealistically high power consumption, and do not consider the challenges

of interconnecting the electronic and optical domains. They also lack analysis for whole

system power and energy, and their performance is compared against unrealistically weak

baselines. In this chapter, we address the issues that arise with the introduction of such

optical cache devices, and bridge the gap between device- and architecture-level designs.

More specifically, our contributions are:

• For the first time to our knowledge, we make optical caches practical. We employ

a cascaded two-level row decoder to reduce laser power, active rather than passive
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components to reduce o↵-ring optical losses, and use a new technology for the

optical bit cells that dramatically lowers the static power consumption.

• We propose Pho$1, an opto-electronic memory hierarchy for CMPs. Pho$ replaces

all the core-private levels of a conventional electronic cache hierarchy with a

single-level shared L1 optical cache (split I/D) that utilizes PhC-based optical

memory cells [123] operating at 20GHz. Pho$ enables for the first time L1

caches to be high capacity (multiple MB), fast (2-processor-cycle access time

at 3.2GHz), and shared (obviating cache coherence).

• We propose Pho$Net, a novel hybrid MWSR/R-SWMR optical NoC to connect

processor cores with optical cache banks in Pho$. Pho$Net disaggregates the

request/reply paths to reduce laser power, and co-arbitrates both subnets simul-

taneously through a novel arbitration protocol. The optical network extends to

the electronic LLC and main memory.

• We perform comprehensive modeling and evaluation of Pho$’s performance, power,

and energy characteristics. Pho$ is up to 3.89⇥ faster (1.41⇥ on average) over

a traditional electronic cache hierarchy, while achieving up to 90% lower energy-

delay product (31% on average). Under realistic assumptions, the Pho$Net op-

tical NoC achieves up to 70% power savings compared to directly applying pre-

viously available optical NoC architectures.

In the following section, we provide the necessary background on optical NoCs and

the optical cache technologies on which Pho$ is based.

1Pronounced “phos”, a word play between the Greek “�!&”, meaning light, the word “photonic”, and
“$”, the symbol often used to denote a cache.
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Figure 3.1. 8B optical cache [108] and PhC nanocavity optical SRAM
cell [4].

3.2. Background

3.2.1. Optical Cache Operation

Figure 3.1 shows the layout of an 8B direct-mapped optical cache with a 2B cache line,

2-bit index, and 5-bit tags [108]. Each bit is encoded with two wavelengths.

Read/write operations are controlled by the RW and RW signals. During a write

to the cache, a RW signal representing a logical “0” activates the Write Access Gates

(WAG) 1 and allows the incoming data bits 2 , the tag bits 3 , and their complements

data and tag to enter the optical RAM bank 4 . At the same time, RW represents a
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Table 3.1. Index-RAS truth table.

�1 �1 �2 �2 Row 00 Row 01 Row 10 Row 11

0 0 1 1 0 �2 �1 �1�2

0 1 1 0 �2 0 �2�1 �1

1 0 0 1 �1 �1�2 0 �2

1 1 0 0 �1�2 �1 �2 0

logical “1”, blocking the Read Access Gates (RAG) 5 and preventing a read operation.

In the case of a read, the RW and RW signals are set to logical “1” and “0”, respectively.

This allows the data from the RAM bank to propagate onto the data reply channel 6

and blocks the WAG to prevent any data from being overwritten 7 .

The cache line to read or write is designated by the incoming index 8 and index bits

which drive the passive Row Address Selector (RAS) 9 . In Figure 3.1’s example, the

RAS consists of 4 rows of two micro-rings (MRs) each. Each MR is tuned to a specific

wavelength such that a pair of wavelengths �i and �i encode the logical “1” and “0” of

the i-th bit of the index. The 2-bit index is encoded with 4 wavelengths: �1, �1, �2,

and �2. As a result, only one of the four rows will have a logical “0” after the index bits

pass through the RAS. For example, when the index bits are “10”, meaning to select

the third line, the corresponding logical values for the wavelengths are: �1 = 1, �1 = 0,

�2 = 0, and �2 = 1. Only the third set of MRs is capable of absorbing both �1 and �2,

creating a logical “0”. For each cache line, two access gates (AGs) 10 are responsible for

the data words and a third AG is responsible for the tag bits. The AGs of the selected

cache line now have a control signal of “0”, which allows either incoming data-to-write

and tags to pass through to the optical Flip-Flops (FFs) for writing 11 , or the contents of

the FFs pass through to the tag comparator for reading 12 . Table 3.1 shows the possible
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Figure 3.2. (a) Packaged optical memory. (b) Monolithic InP Flip-Flop.

combinations of the 2-bit index and the corresponding rows they activate. All other lines

will have some wavelengths still propagating to their corresponding AGs, not activating

them and blocking any data 13 .

When the data and tag bits enter the optical RAM bank and propagate through

the AGs in the row denoted by the index 10 , the wavelengths are distributed to their

corresponding optical FFs through Arrayed Waveguide Gratings (AWGs) 14 . AWGs act

as optical demultiplexers that retrieve individual wavelengths from Dense Wavelength

Division Multiplexing (DWDM) optical channels [167]. Each pair of wavelengths �i and

�i drive the optical FF at the i-th bit in each 8-bit optical word. For a read, the AWGs

multiplex the bits from the FFs into a single waveguide in the reverse direction 15 .

3.2.2. Optical SRAM Cells

We experimentally verified and characterized in our lab integrated photonic RAMs and

optical FFs (Figure 3.2) which adopt the cross-coupled circuit-layout RAM cell archi-

tecture presented in Figure 3.1, and use technologies of optical gain elements integrated

hybridly with InP PhC-on-SOI [4].

The optical SRAM cell can be built using emerging PhC technologies to reap the

speed, energy, and footprint benefits they o↵er, as previously validated using a hybrid
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InP/Si PhC laser [4], and InGaAsP Buried Heterostructure cavities [123, 96]. Figure 3.1

shows a possible principle of operation of an optical SRAM cell when energy e�cient

and compact hybrid PhC lasers are employed [4]. Two PhC-based nanocavity lasers act

as AGs and another laser acts as the optical FF. The AGs are controlled by a pair of

Access and Access signals. When Access is a logical 1, AG#1 outputs the Bias pulse,

and AG#2’s output is suppressed. Thus, only the Bias pulse enters the FF, enabling the

FF to output its previous stored value, successfully reading the content of the FF. When

the Access is a logical 0, AG#1’s output is suppressed, and AG#2 outputs the Bit signal.

The value of the Bit signal facilitates a Set/Reset operation, thereby performing a write.

During a read operation, the data and tag bits of the selected cache line pass through

the AGs and propagate to the tag comparator. The tag bits are demultiplexed through

an AWG and each bit is XOR-ed with the corresponding bit of the tag array that the

processor sent. The results of all XOR gates are then multiplexed to form a COMP signal,

which is 0 if the tags match and 1 otherwise. The COMP signal is then used to drive the

RAGs along with the RW signal, and allow the data to be replied to the processor only

if there is a read operation and the tags match, i.e., a cache hit.

Both types of optical SRAM cells demonstrate extremely fast switching speeds. PhC

nanolasers [4] exhibit 50 ps switching latency for fast memory operations. Alternatively,

the InGaAsP/InP buried heterostructure PhC [123] has a 44 ps switch-on latency but

requires 7 ns to switch o↵.
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Figure 3.3. Basic nanophotonic components.

3.2.3. Optical Network-on-Chip

Recent breakthroughs in silicon photonics have propelled researchers to consider optical

interconnects for on-chip communications. Optical NoCs provide low latency due to the

fast propagation of light in silicon waveguides, and high bandwidth data transmission

through dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM), making them strong candi-

dates to replace or partially replace traditional electronic NoCs. We first review the

components for building optical NoCs, then briefly discuss two types of existing optical

network interconnects.

3.2.3.1. Nanophotonic Building Blocks. Figure 3.3 shows the optical components

to perform data transmission between a sender and a receiver on a chip. An o↵-chip laser

source emits light with wavelengths �1 . . .�n, which travels through an optical fiber and

is brought onto the chip through a coupler. A single waveguide is capable of carrying

multiple wavelengths in parallel by employing DWDM. The sender converts electrical

signals into optical signals of specific wavelengths and modulates them onto the waveg-

uide through micro-ring resonant modulators. MRs are placed next to waveguides and

are tuned to modulate a specific wavelength by controlling their radius and temperature.
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The modulated wavelengths travel along the waveguide until they arrive at the receiver.

MRs are also used on the receiver’s side as filters to extract individual wavelengths from

the waveguide. Then each wavelength is directed to a photodetector to convert the sig-

nal back to electrical currents, which subsequently go through amplifiers to be strong

enough to drive electrical logic circuits. A DWDM density of n wavelength requires n

modulator/filter pairs.

3.2.3.2. Corona. Corona [170] implements an optical crossbar to interconnect 64 four-

core clusters. The crossbar is formed by 64 Multiple-Writer Single-Reader (MWSR) buses

laid out in a serpentine fashion to connect all clusters. For each MWSR bus, 63 of the

total 64 nodes can transmit on the waveguide while the remaining one can receive from all

others. An arbitration protocol is needed as multiple source nodes cannot transfer data

to the same destination simultaneously. Token-based optical arbitration protocols [169]

employ additional waveguides, in which receivers inject optical tokens for senders to ac-

quire. A node can only transmit data to a destination when it has consumed the token on

the waveguide corresponding to that destination node, meanwhile blocking other nodes

from writing to the data bus. When the sender finishes transmitting data, it injects a

new token onto the arbitration bus.

3.2.3.3. Firefly. Firefly [127] introduces an opto-electronic NoC using reservation-assisted

Single-Writer Multiple-Reader optical crossbars (R-SWMR). A single R-SWMR bus in-

volves one sender and multiple receivers. Arbitration, or reservation, is performed by

the sender broadcasting a small optical reservation packet to all receivers. Upon receiving

this packet, all nodes except the destination receiver turn o↵ their corresponding receiving

MRs, allowing only the destination node to receive the data from the sender. This saves
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power compared to a broadcast-based SWMR bus because all MRs on the optical path

between the sender and receiver are o↵ and induce minimal optical losses. An R-SWMR

optical crossbar with a total of N nodes has N data channels, each with a data width of

w bits, and N reservation channels of logN bits each.

3.3. The Pho$ Architecture

The optical cache prototype presented in Section 3.2 achieves very low latency. The

optical SRAM cells can perform reads and writes in under 50 ps, and the outside decoding

processing time is 100 ps, resulting in 150 ps cache read and write latencies. As long as

the core-to-cache optical bus takes no more than 50 ps, such an optical cache can perform

single-cycle cache accesses for core frequencies up to 5GHz. However, while the InP/Si

PhC laser-based optical SRAM cells have fast on/o↵ switching speeds, each cell requires

a pump power of 103.5 µW for storage operations [4]. Considering the number of compo-

nents needed for a reasonably sized cache, static power quickly reaches hundreds of Watts,

which is unrealistic. Thus, prior designs in this space [108, 109] are not implementable

above 8 kB despite only taking up a physical footprint of 7.89mm2.

To avoid the additional pump power needed for biasing, Pho$ instead utilizes the

InGaAsP-based optical SRAM cells demonstrated by Nozaki et al. [123]. These cells

require a static power of only 30 nW, and their switch-on latency of 44 ps is on par with

the 50 ps latency of the InP/Si PhC laser, allowing cache reads to still be completed within

one cycle at 5GHz. Cache writes are slow at 7 ns, but this can be mostly mitigated

by memory-level parallelism (MLP) and a modern core’s store queue. MLP allows for

multiple concurrent memory requests, and store queues allow arithmetic operations and
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Figure 3.4. Pho$Net optical network topology.

loads to bypass pending older writes. Thus, both MLP and store queues allow a core to

overlap long write latencies with other work.

We propose Pho$, an opto-electronic cache hierarchy architecture that replaces all

the electronic L1D, L1I, and L2 caches in a traditional CMP with a single, shared, high-

capacity all-optical cache. Due to its high capacity and disaggregation from the cores, it

is natural for the optical cache to be shared among all cores. We envision a shared optical

L1D that employs 4 banks to provide high capacity and parallelism, and a shared optical

L1I with one bank. The optical cache banks are fabricated on separate optical dies, while

the processor cores remain on their original electronic die. The cores and optical caches

are 2.5D-integrated on the same package and interconnected by an optical NoC, which

handles arbitration and data transmission between them.

3.3.1. Pho$Net Network Topology

Figure 3.4 shows a high-level view of Pho$’s optical network topology, Pho$Net. The

electronic processor die on the left houses the cores (16 cores in a 4⇥4 mesh layout)
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and sits atop an interposer with photonic waveguides. The dies on the right are 3D-

stacked. The L1D and L1I banks are on optical dies, while the Last Level Cache (LLC)

is a traditional electronic cache with its own die. Each optical cache bank has one input

and one output port. We model single-ported cache banks throughout the manuscript,

with the exception of the power investigation shown in Figure 3.11 where we analyze the

impact of multi-ported caches on power consumption.

Communication between the cores and caches is entirely in the optical domain. Two

sets of optical waveguides are laid between the processor and L1 cache dies. Each waveg-

uide line in the figure is abstracted to represent multiple sub-networks, each comprising a

bundle of waveguides with DWDM. The blue line depicts the subnets that carry requests

from the cores to the cache banks (one subnet per bank). Within each request subnet,

the cores are the writers and only one of the optical cache banks is the reader. Thus, each

request subnet forms a Multiple-Writer Single-Reader (MWSR) crossbar [170] and uses

token-based arbitration [169]. For each individual MWSR link, the cores are the writers

and one of the optical cache banks is the reader. The orange line represents the reply

subnets used by the cache banks to send data to the cores. For each reply subnet, one of

the cache banks is the writer and the cores are the readers. Thus, the reply subnets are de-

signed as Reservation-assisted Single-Writer Multiple-Reader (R-SWMR) crossbars [127].

Apart from waveguides for carrying data packets, additional waveguides are needed for

both the request networks’ token arbitration channels and the reply networks’ reservation

channels. In essence, Pho$Net is a hybrid MWSR/R-SWMR optical network.

For a 16-core processor with 5 optical cache banks (as in Figure 3.4), and assuming

single-port cache banks, there are in total 5 hybrid subnets, each comprising an MWSR
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Figure 3.5. Core optical connections.

request and an R-SWMR reply crossbar with arbitration and reservation channels, respec-

tively. If multi-port optical caches become possible in the future, we can further break

the sub-networks to include only a subset of the processor cores. Note that with 16 cores,

the reservation channel needs 4 wavelengths to represent the core ID.

The black squares in Figure 3.4 represent the Electrical-Optical (EO) and Optical-

Electrical (OE) conversion interfaces for the cores to interact with the optical network,

including modulators, filters, detectors, etc. More details are shown in Figure 3.5. All

cores have a pair of send/receive interfaces to interact with each cache bank and its
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corresponding set of waveguides, thus any core can send and receive on any sub-network.

For diagram simplicity, not all connections between waveguides and the interfaces are

shown.

Core-private caches, as employed by traditional multicores, require core-to-core com-

munication to maintain coherence, which in turn requires full-blown MWSR or R-SWMR

crossbars with all-to-all connectivity. By employing an L1 cache that is shared among all

cores, Pho$ physically decouples the cores from the caches and removes the need for cache

coherency and inter-core tra�c. Thus, it is no longer necessary to build physical links

between cores. It su�ces to implement separate networks for carrying either requests

or reply packets directly to and from caches, and optimize each for their purpose. The

hybrid Pho$Net network capitalizes on this observation to shrink the network by avoiding

full connectivity among all nodes, saving power, area, and cost.

The request and reply subnets are powered by separate o↵-chip lasers to minimize

laser power (Section 3.3.4). Finally, the LLC can be connected to the DRAM through an

optical interconnect [15] for low latency, high bandwidth DRAM accesses. The adoption

of DWDM enables OCM to send out the entire cache line in one burst, which decreases the

time needed to transmit and receive data on the memory interconnect. This, along with

a higher propagation speed, reduces memory access latencies and increases bandwidth.

3.3.2. Pho$Net Arbitration Protocol

For each cache bank, all cores on the same request (or reply) subnet share the same

channel, thus it is important to ensure that requests from (or replies to) di↵erent cores
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0 with reservation channel, sends reply packet followed by new token.

do not conflict. As Pho$Net is half MWSR and half R-SWMR (Section 3.3.1), it requires

a new way to arbitrate packets.

Arbitration in Pho$Net is achieved through a protocol similar to optical token channel

arbitration [169]. A single optical token circulates through each bank’s request-reply

subnets. When a core needs to send a cache request, it turns on its MRs on the arbitration
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channel to try to consume the token. If the token reaches the core’s receiving MRs the

core absorbs the token, acquiring the exclusive access to the request channel. The core

then is able to send request packets to the optical cache. After sending a request, the core

turns on its receiving MRs and starts listening on the reply channel without the need for

further arbitration.

The cache, upon receiving the request, processes it in the optical domain. Upon

an L1 hit, the cache injects the data to the reply network followed by a new token.

The reservation channel is not used at this moment because all cores except the original

requester have their receiving MRs turned o↵ (they are not expecting a data packet from

the cache). If a cache miss is detected, the optical cache forwards the request to the

electronic LLC after an OE conversion. It also sends out a Negative-Acknowledgement

(NACK) packet on the reply waveguide. The requester core, who is still listening on

the reply channel gets the NACK packet, realizes there is a cache miss, and turns o↵ its

receiving MRs. This mechanism ensures that during cache hits, the cache does not need to

arbitrate for the reply channel as the requester core and cache have exclusive permissions

to transmit on the request and reply channels, respectively. Regardless of a cache hit or

miss, a new token is injected in the arbitration channel. This new token can be grabbed

by any core who wants to send a cache request. The requester, after consuming the reply

packet (be it data from the cache or a NACK) also turns on its MRs on the arbitration

channel so that it can grab the new token. In both cases, the total latency for the read and

reply packets should be constant as there is always exactly one round trip made from core

to the cache and back to the core again: ttotal = tarbitration + trequest + treply + tSERDES =
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tarbitration + tRTT + tSERDES (our design does not need SERDES, but we include it in the

equation for completeness).

In the case of an L1 cache miss, the electronic LLC eventually responds with the data

requested by the optical L1. The L1 first tries to arbitrate for the data channel like any

other core would; this ensures that no other data packets are transferring on the data

channel and no additional request can be made to the bank. When it has successfully

grabbed the channel, it first broadcasts on the reservation channel so that the core that

sent the original request for this cache access can turn on its receiving MRs. Then the

cache transmits the reply data on the data channel, followed by a new token on the

arbitration channel that all cores can grab to start a new cache request. The data packet

needs to trail the reservation packet by a fixed delay to allow the receiving core enough

time to turn on its data channel MRs. It is also important to note that the core ID needs

to be included in the original request packet so that in case of a cache miss, the L1 knows

which core to send the reply to once it gets the data from the LLC.

Figure 3.6 shows an example arbitration in a simplified 3-core 1-cache-bank setup. For

simplicity, we have also combined the request and reply data channels in the figure.

3.3.3. Pho$ Optical Cache Architecture

This section describes the architecture design of the 1MB optical cache banks employed

by Pho$, as well as the components’ optical losses for calculating the optical power budget.

In a nutshell, Pho$ employs a cascaded two-level row decoder to reduce laser power, active

rather than passive components to reduce o↵-ring optical losses, and uses PhC for the

optical SRAM bit cells to dramatically lower the static power consumption. These design
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(a) Row decoder (b) Column decoder

Figure 3.7. Optical cache peripheral circuit.

innovations allow Pho$ to be implementable within a reasonable power budget even for

multi-MB cache capacities, in contrast to prior designs in this space [108, 109] that are

not implementable above 8 kB.

Assuming a 64B cache line, each of Pho$’s five 1MB direct-mapped cache banks has

16384 lines. Row decoding with an MR-based matrix, as in prior work [108], is impractical:

the number of MRs needed for each line increases as the matrix scales up, consuming

inordinate amounts of power. Instead, Pho$ uses a two-level cascaded row decoding

process (Figure 3.7a). The first-stage demultiplexing uses an active 9-to-512 tree global

row selector, implemented with PhC nanocavity-based resonant switches [122], which

activates only one of the 512 5-to-32 passive MR-based row decoders in the second stage.

The second-stage row decoder then selects one line to activate, allowing a read/write

operation to perform on the correct cache line. In this way, we build a 16384-line row

selector with only 5 MRs per line instead of 14, drastically lowering laser power.

Active optical devices such as an PhC active tree are estimated to have optical losses

of 0 dB. This is because in order to function, the active components within the device also

provide some small amplification, su�cient to compensate its own losses. As a result, we

can lower the laser power required for light to reach the optical FFs.
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For the column decoding optical circuit (Figure 3.7b), we use 8 1-to-128 AWGs to

demultiplex the wavelengths in the incoming light into their respective optical FFs. Each

1-to-128 AWG serves 64 bits, with 2 complementary channels per FF, so a total of 8

AWG-based column decoders are needed for a 64B cache line. For each AWG, an AG

controls the direction of data when switching between writing and reading the FFs. The

AGs are controlled by 8 WAGs acting as read/write selectors. Data are fed into the reply

waveguides through 8 RAGs (Section 3.2).

For a 48-bit physical address with 14 bits used for the index, 6 bits used for the o↵set,

and 2 bits used for bank selection, the tag field requires 26 bits (28 for L1I). Because our

optical cache is direct-mapped, one 1-to-128 AWG is enough to demultiplex the incoming

tag signal into separate wavelengths. As with the data cells in the above paragraph, an

extra AG per line and one global WAG are needed to control the reading and writing of

the tag cells. The tag comparator is built with 26 XOR gates and two 1⇥ 26 AWGs. The

XOR gates and AGs are also implemented using active PhC resonant switches. The data

and tag output of all 16384 cache lines need to be multiplexed onto one waveguide before

the tag bits are passed into the tag comparator and the data bits into the RAGs. This

can be done with active PhC trees acting as multiplexers.

Table 3.2 summarizes the component counts and the optical loss parameters for a 1MB

optical cache bank in Pho$. They will be used in calculating the laser powers required

for the core and cache optical networks.
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Table 3.2. Optical cache components. See Section 3.3.3 for an explanation
of 0 dB losses.

Component Count Passive/ Active Optical Loss

Tag Comparator AWGs 2 AWGs Passive 3 dB
XOR gates for Tag 52 PhCs Active 0 dB
WAG 9 PhCs Active 0 dB
RAG 8 PhCs Active 0 dB
AG 147456 PhCs Active 0 dB
Global Row Selector 1024 PhCs Active 0 dB
Row Decoder 81920 MRs Passive #MRs ⇥ filter drop
AWG Column Decoder 147456 AWGs Passive 3 dB
Optical RAM Bank 8814592 PhCs Active 0 dB

Total PhCs: 8963141 Total MRs: 81920
Total AWGs: 147458 Min power at optical FF: �14 dBm

3.3.4. Laser Power Sources and Optical NoC Parameters

The request subnet and the optical cells and reply subnet are powered by separate laser

sources. The laser used to power the request subnet also powers the row decoders, column

decoders, read/write selectors, and AGs before the optical FFs, because additional lasers

along the path can overwrite any data already traveling on the waveguide. The token

arbitration and reservation channels are also powered by the same laser. On the other

hand, the FFs in the optical cache cells need a continuous power source to store data

using photons, and the same laser can be used to power the tag comparators as well as

the reply network. Table 3.3 details the specific components of the optical system that

each of the two lasers is in charge of powering. We call them the “core network” and

“cache network”, respectively.

Pho$ uses o↵-chip lasers because on-chip lasers may generate a lot of power and

heat. The lasers are brought onto the chip using optical fibers and couplers, and then

the light is distributed onto waveguides using splitters. There is only one splitter per
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Table 3.3. Optical power source responsibilities.

Laser Source Optical NoC Components Optical Cache Components

Core network
Request network
Token arbitration channel
Reservation channel

Read/write selector (WAGs)
Row decoder, Column decoder
AGs, RAGs

Cache network Reply network
Optical FFs, RAGS
Tag comparator

Table 3.4. Nanophotonic parameters for Pho$Net.

Component Conservative Aggressive Component Conservative Aggressive

Waveguide 1 dB/cm 0.05 dB/cm Waveguide bending 0.005 dB 0 dB
Coupler 2 dB 1 dB Waveguide crossing 0.12 dB 0.05 dB
Nonlinearity 1 dB 1 dB Photodetector 0.1 dB 0.1 dB
Ring-through 0.01 dB 0.001 dB Modulator insertion 1 dB 0.001 dB
Filter drop 1.5 dB 0.5 dB Detector sensitivity �16 dBm �28 dBm
Splitter 0.2 dB 0.1 dB Laser E�ciency 30% 30%

Trimming 20µW/ring 5 µW/ring Modulation / Demod. 150 fJ/bit 20 fJ/bit

waveguide in our design. We have a total of 105 waveguides combined across all subnets

for the single-port design. We consider a comprehensive range of parameters for optical

components by grouping the parameters of several seminal optical NoC designs from recent

years [94, 126, 51, 116, 98, 72, 50, 163, 173] into two groups, conservative and aggressive

(Table 3.4), which represent the worst-case and best-case parameters among these works,

respectively. Showing both conservative and aggressive parameters highlights the spread

of possible values for each nanophotonic parameter. We expect each device to exhibit

losses between these two values.

The waveguides of the data channel in the request network feed directly into the input

ports of the optical cache and continue onto the optical FFs after passing various optical
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Table 3.5. Pho$: Simulated system parameters.

Baseline Pho$ Pho$ OCM

Cores
16 cores, x86 ISA, 3.2GHz, OoO, 4 wide dispatch/commit
224-entry ROB, 72-entry load queue, 56-entry store queue

L1 ICache
electronic, private, 64B line,
32 kB/core, 8-way, 4 cycles

optical, shared, 64B line,
1MB direct-mapped, 2-cycle read, 23-cycle write

L1 DCache
electronic, private, 64B line,
32 kB/core, 8-way, 4 cycles

optical, shared, 4 banks, 64B line,
4MB direct-mapped, 2-cycle read, 23-cycle write

L2
electronic, private, 64B line,
256 kB/core, 4-way, 14 cycles

N/A

LLC electronic, shared, non-inclusive, 64B line, 22MB, 11-way, 50 cycles

Core-L1 Netw. electronic, point-to-point
hybrid optical

LLC Network electronic, 4⇥4 mesh (NUCA)

Memory electrically connected, 49.37 ns optically connected, 41.61 ns

components, so we use the minimum power needed at optical FFs in Table 3.2 in the cal-

culation of the laser power for those data waveguides. For all other waveguides, including

those in the reply network data channel, token arbitration and reservation channels, the

detector sensitivity is used instead.

3.4. Experimental Methodology

3.4.1. Performance Simulations

We evaluate Pho$ using the Sniper simulator [28, 29] running workloads from SPEC

CPU2017 [25] (SPECspeed, ref inputs) and Parsec 3.0 [19] (simlarge inputs) benchmark

suites. For CPU2017, we used Pinpoints [131] to collect representative regions. We

compare our results with a baseline electronic multicore whose configuration is similar to

a 16-core Intel Skylake [61, 42, 117, 139, 174, 175]. For Pho$, we perform experiments

with a per-bank capacity of 1MB. We model both a conventional DRAM for Pho$, as
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well as an optically connected one (Pho$ OCM). DRAM bandwidth is modeled, but not

the internals of DDR circuitry. Other non-cache and non-network related parameters are

consistent across all the configurations. Table 3.5 summarizes the detailed configurations

for our experiments. We run multi-threaded workloads in Parsec by pinning threads to

individual cores. We also use methods introduced by Heirman et al. [78] to construct

cycle stacks for better analysis of experiment results.

We perform physical measurements on a Dell PowerEdge R710 server [43] and esti-

mate a 15 cm average distance between the LLC and DRAM DIMMs. We estimate the

latency for DRAM accesses over that distance to be 46.7 ps/cm for light propagation in

optical waveguides [31], and 50.4 ps/cm for electrical pulse propagation speed in electronic

links[114].

3.4.2. Modeling Power, Energy, and Area

To get an insight into the optical NoC’s power consumption, we compare our hybrid optical

NoC, Pho$Net, against three network configurations. The first is a fully connected MWSR

crossbar with 21 21-to-1 MWSR links (16 cores and 5 cache banks, a total of 21 nodes)

with a token arbitration protocol. The second is a fully connected R-SWMR crossbar

with 21 1-to-21 reservation-assisted SWMR links. Finally, we also compare against a

“one channel” network where requests and replies share the waveguides as a single data

channel, while all other characteristics are the same as in Pho$Net. For this comparison,

we ignore the static power needed for optical FFs to operate as this depends on the

number of cache components and not the network configuration.
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Each data packet contains 512 bits of data, 42 bits of address, and 4 bits dedicated

to the core ID (for the full R-SWMR configuration, 5 bits are used because there are 21

nodes in each R-SWMR link). Each bit is encoded with complementary wavelengths �i

and �i to drive the optical cache circuits. We model a 64-� DWDM. Because we stay in

the optical domain for L1 cache accesses, we do not employ SERDES. All optical packets

are sent in one burst.

To calculate the cores’ die size, we use McPAT [99] to estimate the area of processor

cores under the 14 nm technology node. Parameters are adapted from the International

Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 2015 Edition [37] and Fincacti [149]. We es-

timate the core die size to be 59mm2 and assume the distance between the core and

cache dies is 1mm. Using the scaling methodology presented by Maniotis et al. [108],

we analyze the area footprint of a 1MB direct-mapped optical cache by considering dif-

ferent component alignments and determine the optimal area to be 89mm2, where the

distance traveled by the data and tag bits is 34.7mm and that traveled by the index bits

is 24.4mm. We calculated the round-trip time for a cache access by considering EO/OE

conversion latencies of 14.3 ps and 0.2 ps [31], the total distance traveled by the request

and reply optical packets (175 ps roundtrip on the optical network), and the latency to

access the optical cache bank itself (44 ps bitcell latency and 100 ps row/column decoder).

This ensures 2-cycle access for up to 5GHz. We calculated the area overhead for EO/EO

interfaces of Pho$ to be 11.8% per core tile and 8% for optical dies by scaling numbers

from Sun et al. [159]. To calculate the total area consumed by the NoC on the electronic

die we use a waveguide pitch of 3 µm [183] and a micro-ring pitch of 5µm [119]. The total
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area overhead is 0.17mm2 if the waveguides are stacked vertically and 3.32mm2 if laid

out on the same plane (0.3% and 5.7% of total die area, respectively).

For every network configuration, we also explore the possibility of multi-port caches.

For an N -port optical cache, each port serves 16
N

cores. For each sub-network, the original

16-to-1 request MWSR link becomes a 16
N
-to-1 link and the 1-to-16 reply R-SWMR link

likewise. Individual links can become shorter and need fewer optical components, but

more links are needed. In this chapter, we consider 1-port, 2-port and 4-port optical

caches in our power analysis.

We estimate the energy consumption of cores, electronic caches, electronic on-chip

interconnects, and DRAM using McPAT [99]. The energy consumption of the optical

caches and Pho$Net are calculated analytically. We used detailed simulation results such

as the number of cache loads, stores, misses, and evictions and calculated each operation’s

cache access, network arbitration, reservation, and data transfer energy. As the request

and reply subnet lasers power the passive optical cache components and there is no need

for additional modulation/demodulation within the optical domain, the optical cache

dynamic energy is categorized as part of the NoC. Thus, to avoid double-counting, we

do not include it in the energy of the optical cache, as it has already been included in

the overall energy calculation as part of the NoC. The overall optical cache static power

is calculated by multiplying the number of active components with the static power of

each component. We use the 30 nW reported by Nozaki et al. [123] as the static power

needed for every optical FF. For Pho$Net we model the best configuration determined

by our design-space exploration (Figure 3.11). The NoC dynamic power accounts for the

modulation/demodulation during the EO/OE conversions at the cores and LLC.
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Finally, we compare Pho$’s performance and energy e�ciency against prior works [108].

For fair comparison, we scaled important metrics like data cache capacity and processor

frequency of Maniotis et al.’s implementation to the same level as Pho$.

3.5. Experimental Results

3.5.1. Benchmark Performance

Figures 3.8a and 3.8b summarize the speedup of Pho$ and Pho$ OCM over the baseline

running SPEC CPU2017 and Parsec 3.0. Figures 3.9a and 3.9b show the normalized CPI

stacks [78], respectively. Each bar shows the relative values of cycles per instruction that

are spent waiting for a particular component in the system. The “busy” sub-bar denotes

the fraction of time spent within the core itself. For each application, the left, middle,

and right bars represent the normalized CPI stacks of baseline, Pho$, and Pho$ OCM,

respectively. Pho$ achieves an average speedup (we use arithmetic average for all averages

in this chapter) of 1.34⇥ and 1.41⇥ without and with OCM, respectively. For CPU2017,

we see an improved execution time across all applications, with cactuBSSN having a

maximum of 3.89⇥ speedup. Pho$ is able to significantly decrease instruction fetch delays

because of its fast L1 read latency and large L1I capacity. Similarly, most applications

enjoy a decrease in total L1D and L2 delay, like leela and gcc 1. The increased L1

capacity also means there are fewer misses that must visit the much slower LLC, and this

is indicated by a reduced CPI for mem-llc in applications like gcc, mcf, and xz. The slow

7 ns L1 write time does not seem to have much adverse e↵ect. OCM-enabled Pho$ makes

an impact in applications like fotonik3d and lbm, providing on average an additional 5%

speedup across the suite.
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Figure 3.8. Normalized performance speedup of CPU2017 and Parsec.

For the multi-threaded workloads in Parsec, Pho$ is able to speed up the execution

of most applications, obtaining on average 1.37⇥ speedup. Instruction fetch delays are

greatly reduced, which is most prominent in bodytrack and x264. We find that Pho$

does not su↵er from high contention from a shared L1I cache. This is due to Pho$

combining the aggregate capacity of the individual L1Is in baseline into a larger shared
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Figure 3.9. Normalized CPI Stacks of CPU2017 and Parsec. The three
bars per benchmark in the CPI stack correspond to baseline, Pho$, and
Pho$ OCM.

L1I, allowing more of the instruction stream to be L1-resident. Each fetched cache line

also includes multiple instructions, eliminating the need for fetching on every cycle. The

CPI component for L1D in Pho$ and Pho$ OCM is 44% lower on average than the CPI
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contribution of L1D+L2 in the baseline. The benefits of a low read latency and large

capacity outweigh the disadvantage of a high write latency. Like in CPU2017, the large

capacity of Pho$’s L1 cache also results in fewer visits to the LLC and thus fewer stalls.

For example, Pho$ in blackscholes almost eliminates the CPI contribution of LLC and

in streamcluster reduces it by about 4⇥. On average, Pho$ decreases LLC delays by

2.5⇥. Adding OCM to Pho$ reduces the average CPI spent waiting for DRAM by 2⇥

and increases the overall speedup to 1.48⇥.

Pho$ shows a slight performance slowdown in fluidanimate. This is caused by seri-

alization instructions, which force the processor to flush all pending writes in its store

bu↵er before executing the next instruction [40], and the long write latency of the optical

cache stalls the processor for a prolonged period of time. This shows up as a significant

increase of the “other” component in the CPI stacks for canneal and fluidanimate. How-

ever, OCM helps to outweigh this scenario and allows Pho$ to attain speedups in all of

Parsec’s applications, even in fluidanimate which experiences slowdown without OCM.

To isolate the source of the performance gains (capacity, latency, sharing), we examine

three additional configurations derived from the electronic baseline ( 1○): a hypothetical

private L1 cache with increased size of 256 kB (8-way set-associative) but latency of a

32 kB cache ( 2○), a 4MB direct-mapped shared L1 but also with the latency of a 32 kB

cache ( 3○), and a 4MB direct-mapped shared L1 with its respective real-world latency

( 4○). Figure 3.10a shows the normalized average execution time of the baseline, the three

hypothetical configurations, and Pho$. Pho$ gains 4% performance from increased capac-

ity, 10% from sharing the L1, and 6% from latency. Designs 2○ and 3○ are unrealistic but

help us isolate the source of gains. Design 4○ is realistic but impractical (2.4⇥ slower than
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Figure 3.10. Sources of Pho$’s speedup. (a) presents the average normal-
ized execution time of the electronic baseline (blue) and hypothetical elec-
tronic caches with zero-cost higher capacity (dark blue), zero-cost higher
capacity plus sharing (grey), and a realistic high-capacity shared electronic
cache (yellow) vs. Pho$ (orange). (b) presents the above results but only
for cache-intensive benchmarks ( cacheCPI

totalCPI
> 40%). (c) shows the average

normalized L1 DCache miss ratio of all benchmarks.

baseline; Pho$ beats it by 3.1⇥). Figure 3.10b shows the normalized average execution

time of the same configurations, but only considering cache intensive benchmarks where

the percentage of CPI spent on the cache hierarchy in total CPI is greater than 40%. The

performance gain from more capacity, sharing, and latency increased to 8%, 12%, and

8%, respectively. Figure 3.10c shows the normalized L1 DCache miss ratio of all five con-

figurations across all benchmarks. Comparing 2○ and 3○, while an 8-way set-associative

cache may lower miss rates compared to a direct-mapped one, increasing capacity by 16⇥
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lowers misses even more. When running single-threaded workloads (SPEC) the entirety

of the 4MB cache is available to the running thread, far surpassing the performance of

a 256 kB 8-way cache, even with the unreasonably fast access of a 32 kB one. In mul-

tithreaded workloads (PARSEC), when this 16⇥ larger L1 cache is shared, the threads

act as prefetchers for one another, both for data and instructions, and also avoid cache-

to-cache coherence tra�c. As a result, 3○ has a 14% lower average L1Dcache miss ratio

than 2○.

To further validate the need for a larger L1 DCache, we collected the working set sizes

of SPEC CPU2017 and Parsec [153, 20] and found that most applications have working

set sizes larger than 32MB, and would not fit within Pho$’s L1D and LLC combined

capacity (26MB). Some benchmarks like canneal and dedup might even be considered to

need unbounded cache and memory sizes. This implies the potential performance benefits

that larger and faster cache hierarchies like Pho$ can bring.

3.5.2. Optical NoC Power Analysis

Figure 3.11 shows the normalized optical power consumption of Full MWSR, Full R-

SWMR, Pho$Net, and One Channel normalized to the Full MWSR configuration (nor-

malized separately for the conservative and aggressive nanophotonic technologies) with

1-, 2-, and 4-port optical banks (x-axis). Our estimates include the power consumption of

the o↵-chip laser, heating for MRs, and modulation/demodulation. Table 3.6 summarizes

the di↵erent subnet and MR counts for the four optical NoC configurations with 1-, 2-,

and 4-port optical caches.
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Figure 3.11. Optical NoC power for a range of nanophotonic parameters.
All results are normalized to the 1-port Full MWSR design.

Under conservative nanophotonic parameters, Pho$Net shows the lowest power con-

sumption among alternatives and for all port numbers. Laser power constitutes over 99%
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Table 3.6. Configuration comparison of di↵erent optical networks with 1-,
2-, and 4-port caches.

Nsubnet: Number of sub-networks;
Nring: Total number of MRs in the NoC;

Nring.data: Number of MRs for each wavelength on the data channel;
Nring.arb: Number of MRs for each wavelength on the arbitration channel;
Nring.res: Number of MRs for each wavelength on the reservation channel.

Network Full MWSR Full R-SWMR One Channel Pho$Net

1 port

Nsubnet 1 1 5 5
Nring 515970 517293 187390 187390
Nring.data 21 21 32 16
Nring.arb 42 NA 34 34
Nring.res NA 21 17 17

2 port

Nsubnet 2 2 10 10
Nring 395460 396136 187330 187330
Nring.data 13 13 16 8
Nring.arb 26 NA 18 18
Nring.res NA 13 9 9

4 port

Nsubnet 4 4 20 20
Nring 379080 379728 187280 187280
Nring.data 9 9 8 4
Nring.arb 18 NA 10 10
Nring.res NA 9 5 5

of optical power for all configurations. This is due to the high optical loss accumulated

along the data path. For each waveguide with a DWDM of 64 wavelengths, 64 MRs need

to be placed at each node as either modulators or demodulators for Full MWSR, Full

R-SWMR, and Pho$Net topologies (128 for One Channel). This causes the optical loss

incurred by all MRs along one data waveguide to be high with a conservative ring-through

loss of 0.01 dB. Pho$Net gains an advantage over the other three topologies because it does

not need to keep all nodes fully connected, requiring the fewest MRs along each datapath

as well as the fewest data channels, thus reducing its total o↵-ring losses. One Channel

has the worst optical loss because for each waveguide twice as many MRs are needed.
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However, the high optical loss per device under conservative technology parameters still

results in unrealistically high power requirements. For single port optical caches, even the

most power-e�cient Pho$Net configuration under the highly conservative nanophotonic

parameters consumes 511W for the network, requiring a 506W laser power.

When we increase the number of ports of our optical cache to 2 and 4, the number

of cores in each sub-network is halved and quartered, respectively, reducing the number

of MRs that need to be placed along each waveguide and the total optical loss. At the

same time, more sub-networks increase the number of waveguides, potentially o↵setting

the benefit above. All four configurations obtain lower laser power. However, Pho$Net

still consumes the least power. Compared to the other topologies, Pho$Net saves 64% of

total power with 2-port caches and 37–45% with 4-port caches.

We perform the same analysis using the aggressive nanophotonic parameters. The

optical loss for o↵-resonance rings decreases from 0.01 dB to 0.001 dB. As a result, the

total laser power can be lowered to a reasonable level. For single-port caches, Pho$Net

achieves the lowest optical power of 6.52W, requiring 5.43W for the laser, 0.94W for

ring heating, and 0.15W for modulation/demodulation. Compared to the other designs,

Pho$Net still benefits from removing unnecessary links from the network and employing

fewer MRs per waveguide. Having fewer MRs also reduces the MR heating and modula-

tion/demodulation power. As a result, Pho$Net saves 70% of power compared to the two

fully connected topologies and 16% compared to One Channel.

Increasing the number of cache ports under aggressive parameters increases power

consumption for both Pho$Net and One Channel. As technology scales, o↵-ring losses

have smaller weights in the overall loss. The total loss for a wavelength and even one
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Figure 3.12. Laser power sensitivity to nanophotonic parameters. The
sources for each parameter value are noted in the figure, following the same
color coding scheme shown at the legend.

waveguide does not decrease by much even if we can halve the number of o↵-rings. For

example, the per-wavelength laser power required for Pho$Net’s request network under

conservative parameters decreases from 16.2mW to 4mW when we compare 1-port to

2-port caches; however, that number only decreases from 0.27mW to 0.24mW under ag-

gressive parameters. Optical loss is now more sensitive to the number of parallel waveg-

uides. For Pho$Net and One Channel, 2-port and 4-port cache designs result in twice

and four times the number of waveguides. As a result, their power consumptions increase

when we have multi-port caches. On the other hand, because the MWSR and R-SWMR

topologies are fully connected no matter the number of ports, they benefit from shorter

individual links and fewer o↵-rings per link. With 4-port caches, Pho$Net has almost the

same total power consumption as the other configurations. However, multi-port caches in
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theory should provide more performance benefits by being able to serve multiple requests

simultaneously. The optimal performance-power choice is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Overall, the study using aggressive nanophotonic parameters gives us a very promising

power consumption outlook with the lowest power consumption being under 7W.

Figure 3.12 shows the sensitivity of Pho$Net’s laser power to changes the scaling of

optical loss for each nanophotonic parameter. Each parameter is scaled from its aggressive

number up to its conservative counterpart (for modulator insertion loss, the maximum

scaling factor is 1000, so we plot using the log2 of the scaling factor on the x-axis).

Pho$Net’s laser power is most sensitive to coupler loss. It is also relatively sensitive to

ring-through loss due to the large number of MRs required. It is relatively insensitive to

all other nanophotonic parameters. This demonstrates the robustness of Pho$Net’s laser

power consumption under a wide range of nanophotonic technologies.

3.5.3. Energy Evaluation

Figure 3.13 shows Pho$’s normalized energy per instruction (EPI, J/insn) and Figure 3.14

shows shows Pho$’s normalized energy ⇥ delay product (EDP, J ⇥ s). The three bars

for each workload represent baseline, Pho$, and Pho$ OCM. By replacing conventional

processors’ electrical L1, L2, and mesh network with Pho$’s optical architecture, the orig-

inal components’ energy consumptions now become the energy consumed by the optical

L1 cache and optical NoC. Pho$’s L1 static energy is considered to be the total pump

energy needed for optical FF operations to be stable, and it is mostly on the same level

with the combined L1 and L2 static energy in the baseline. We do not consider Pho$’s L1

dynamic energy as these dynamic energy consuming operations are considered as part of
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Figure 3.13. Normalized energy per instruction of CPU2017 and Parsec.
For each benchmark, the three bars from left to right correspond to baseline,
Pho$, and Pho$ OCM, respectively.

the NoC’s operations. Pho$ also has lower core and LLC energy consumption as there are

less frequent core stalls and fewer LLC accesses. The EO/OE conversion energy overhead

for Pho$ is minimal, which is represented by NOC Dynamic. Overall, Pho$ OCM saves
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Figure 3.14. Normalized energy⇥delay product of CPU2017 and Parsec.
For each benchmark, the three bars from left to right correspond to baseline,
Pho$, and Pho$ OCM, respectively.

on average 12% EPI and 31% EDP, and is most energy e�cient in applications such as

blackscholes, streamcluster, and cactuBSSN.
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3.5.4. Comparison with Previous Optical Cache Designs

When comparing against Pho$, the advantages of previous optical cache design from

Maniotis et al. [108] are its 2-way associative cache design, fast write latency at 2-cycles,

and a Time-Division Multiplexed (TDM) optical bus. The TDM optical bus is a less

complex design compared to Pho$Net’s hybrid optical network: (1) it requires just a single

set of waveguides that link all nodes in order; (2) employing a TDM-based bus eliminates

the need for network arbitration. However, a number of practical problems exist in this

design. First, it relies on set-associative optical caches, but no optical cache designs are

capable of set-associative replacement due to the lack of a replacement algorithm in the

optical domain that optical set-associativity relies on. Second, its high static power due

to all-passive decoder and power-ine�cient PhC cells [4] makes it impractical. Finally,

to avoid data collision, its TDM-based optical bus requires the entire optical system to

operate at 50�80GHz, as 1 CPU cycle needs to correspond to 16 optical cycles. To the

best of our knowledge this is currently unattainable for optical interconnects and optical

memory [5, 173]. Figure 3.15 shows the performance (speedup) and energy comparison

(log scale) between Pho$ and Maniotis et al. [108], even under the assumption that the
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associativity and TDM challenges are resolved. Pho$ is able to achieve a performance

increase despite a slower writing speed, while maintaining a two orders-of-magnitude lower

energy consumption.

3.5.5. Capacity-Power Inflection Point

Pho$’s static power is dominated by the number of optical bit cells. To explore the

capacity-power tradeo↵, we compared the average EDP and energy delay squared product

(ED2P) of Pho$ with 256 kB, 512 kB, 1MB, and 2MB cache banks, shown in Figure 3.16.

To strike a balance between capacity and power, 1MB is currently the best design.

3.5.6. Iso-Area Comparison

We performed iso-area comparisons by giving electronic designs the same area as Pho$.

We estimate that with the additional area each core tile can employ 3MB more cache

capacity. This extra cache capacity can be used either for L2 or for the L3 slice at each

tile. We explore this design space and simulate L2 + NUCA L3 slice configurations of
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1+4.375MB, 2+3.275MB, 3+2.375MB and 4+1.375MB, respectively, and adjust laten-

cies. Pho$ achieves 1.27⇥ speedup and 37% lower EDP over the best iso-area electronic

configuration.

3.6. Discussion

3.6.1. Cache Contention

While contention for the optical cache does happen, its detrimental e↵ect (increasing

the average cache access latency beyond 2 cycles) is relieved in Pho$. In our system,

with 2 cycles per L1 cache access, even when 3 cores contend for the same bank at

exactly the same time and serialize, one will observe a 2-cycle delay, one will observe a

4-cycle delay, and the third core will observe a 6-cycle delay, bringing the average e↵ective

cache access latency to 4 cycles per access. This exactly matches the 4–5 cycle delay of

modern electronic private L1s [117, 175]. Moreover, each bank has its own private optical

subnetwork in Pho$Net, so requests to di↵erent banks do not need to arbitrate with each

other, e↵ectively cutting contention by a factor of 4. This makes severe contention a much

rarer event: for Pho$ to have a 4-cycle average cache delay (i.e., double the Pho$ cache

latency), all 4 subnets need to have 3 requests each arriving at the same time (i.e., 12

requests contenting for the cache each time). Even the most memory-intensive application

in Parsec (streamcluster) does not generate that amount of tra�c to the cache, as less

than 43% of its instructions are load/stores [20] and the baseline IPC is a mere 0.579.

Thus, cache contention rarely rises to a level that presents a problem.

Even in the case when the contention is so high as for the average access latency to

exceed 4 cycles, the load and store queues on the core act as bu↵ering for cache accesses,
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which allow the out-of-order core to continue executing speculatively past these contended

memory operations, and hence most of the time the contention delay will be overlapped

with useful computation and will not increase execution time. This is exactly how modern

cores can absorb most of the delay of L1, L2 and L3 electronic caches, and Pho$ can take

advantage of the same mechanism to hide the latency of severe cache contention, when it

occurs.

3.6.2. Future Technology and Scalability

Higher core counts will require Pho$ to scale capacity and avoid contention. While a

proper scaling study requires physical-level details that are beyond the scope of this thesis,

we can make educated guesses by drawing from prior work. Over the last 20 years optical

memory cell footprints decreased by 12 orders of magnitude, compared to 3 for SRAM [5],

and are fast converging to their electronic counterparts. The steep improvement slope

shows little signs of a slowdown, and as this is still a nascent technology, it holds the

potential to exceed them in the future as it matures. Scaling the capacity with a small

area footprint can be further addressed by 3D-die stacking: the optical banks do not

need to communicate with each other, only with waveguides, which can be facilitated

by optical TSVs (connected to waveguides through micro-mirrors), stacked multilayer

waveguides or 3D opto-electronic interconnects, which are being developed globally and

have been demonstrated [30, 129, 54, 130, 121, 145, 181, 151, 184]. Optical TSVs are vital

in supporting the integration of 3D stacked photonic chips, and optical TSVs that can

achieve loss lower than 0.1 dB while carrying error-free operations at a bandwidth of up

to 40Gbit/s have been demonstrated and validated for fabrication [30].
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If Pho$ is to be scaled to a 64-core design, there are several aspects of the design to

consider. By increasing total core count from 16 to 64, there will need to be four times

the number of cache banks, with each bank requiring its own optical subnet. Pho$Net’s

optical waveguides will also need to make four more turns on the core die to ensure all

cores are connected. This ultimately will lead to longer waveguides, increasing both cache

access latency and laser power. For example, with 16 cores in a 4⇥4 layout, the length

of waveguides on the core die is approximately 10⇥ the length of one core (Figure 3.4).

With 64 cores in an 8⇥8 layout, the total length of waveguides on the core die is 38⇥ the

length of one core, an almost 4⇥ increase. Scaling up the total number of cores might

also require a more complicated arbitration protocol, which will need additional optical

components to function. It is also worth noting that a chiplet-based design [51] may fit

well with a high-performance target, while leaving individual chiplets relatively smaller

in size.

Other designs are also in principle compatible with Pho$. Pho$’s interconnect can

easily connect chiplets on the same network or separate sub-networks per chiplet, and use

multiported optical caches (Figure 3.11) to reduce contention or optical losses. Pho$ on

SMPs may also be implemented individually within each socket.

3.6.3. Cost and CMOS Compatibility

Estimating the cost of Pho$ is very challenging at this point because, while these devices

have been manufactured and characterized in research lab settings, they have not been

manufactured at volume, so the economy-of-scale benefits and mature yield numbers are

unknown. To the best of our knowledge, PhC cells are research devices that are not
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commercially available. It is important to note that in the design of Pho$ we assume sep-

arate electronic and photonic dies, which simplifies the design and reduces the associated

costs. We emphasize that photonic/CMOS integration has been shown in the integration

of high-speed optical modulators, optical waveguides, resonators, and sensitive avalanche

photodetectors in bulk CMOS chips [10] and the manufacturing of a photonic-electronic

processor [159]. The latter work adopted a “zero-change” approach to the integration of

photonics. Instead of developing a custom process to enable the fabrication of photonics,

which would complicate or eliminate the possibility of integration with state-of-the-art

transistors at large scale and at high yield, the authors designed optical devices using a

standard microelectronics foundry process that is used for modern microprocessors. Thus,

there is proof-of-concept work showing that the photonic devices required on the logic die

can be integrated with CMOS. The devices needed for the optical cache banks can be

developed and optimized separately, as they are on a separate photonic die.

3.7. Conclusions

Recent discoveries of new materials and research on optical SRAM cells enable us to

buildfast, low-power optical cache architectures. In this chapter we propose Pho$, an opto-

electronic memory hierarchy architecture for multicores. Pho$ replaces private electronic

L1 and L2 caches with a large shared optical cache, and on-chip electronic mesh networks

with a novel optical NoC that uses a unique network arbitration protocol. We estimate

that Pho$ is on average 1.41⇥ faster and 31% more energy e�cient (in terms of EDP)

over purely electronic designs with similar configurations. Assuming aggressive technology

projections, Pho$’s network design, Pho$Net, consumes 70% less power than previously
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proposed optical NoCs. We also solve a number of problems that make previous optical

cache designs impractical, achieving a performance lead and two orders-of-magnitude

lower energy consumption.
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CHAPTER 4

Design-Space Exploration of Optical Phase Change Cache

Hierarchies

4.1. Introduction

In Chapter 3, we proposed Pho$, an opto-electronic memory architecture for multi-

cores. The Pho$ design employs an optical shared L1 cache and optically connected main

memory but the LLC in between is still electronic. Data between the L1 cache and LLC as

well as between the LLC and DRAM will need to go through OE/EO conversions. While

based on our analysis and experimental results, both the OE/EO conversion latency and

energy overheads are minimal, the processes can be eliminated if the LLC is also all-

optical. There are several potential benefits to building an entire cache hierarchy in the

optical domain. First, the latency and energy overheads associated with the OE/EO con-

versions can be eliminated. Second, the components and circuits that enable the OE/EO

conversion processes can also be eliminated, which saves area and cost. Finally, optical

caches have proven to be more performant and energy e�cient in Chapter 3, and building

an all-optical LLC might lead to similar outcomes.

The simple approach will be directly using the optical SRAM bitcells [123] used in

Pho$ to build an optical LLC. But such a design’s feasibility is limited. Each 1MB

L1 cache bank in Pho$ has an area footprint of 89mm2, and Pho$ achieves a total L1D

capacity of 4MB through the 2.5D integration of four layers (with one more layer for
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the L1I cache). The same technique would require 22 layers of 2.5D stacking to reach a

total capacity of 22MB, which is the capacity of the electronic LLC used in Pho$. 22

layers will greatly exacerbate existing challenges of 2.5D integrating on-chip photonics

such as thermal dissippation and optical TSV lengths. As a result, it is more practical

to retain 4–5 layers of stacking, which will increase the total area occupied by the LLC

by approximately 5⇥. If this approach is used, the complexity of the optical network

connecting the L1 cache and LLC will be greatly increased. In Pho$Net, each cache bank

has its own sub-network. For an optical LLC, there will be 4⇥ more waveguides as the

capacity and number of banks scale up. Arbitration for the network will require more

on-die optical components such as micro-rings and detectors, and longer waveguides will

also be needed to account for the increased overall area, resulting in higher laser power.

Simply using the same PhC SRAM cells in Pho$ for an optical LLC is not practical, with

the stem of the problem being its relatively low density.

Phase Change Memory (PCM) is an emerging class of non-volatile memory (NVM)

that is an attractive alternative candidate for the memory hierarchy [92, 26] due to their

high bit density and low leakage. PCM stores data in either crystalline or amorphous

states to distinguish between logical “1”s and “0”s. Normally, PCM cells are controlled

via electrical signals where di↵erent PCM states will exhibit di↵erent resistance values.

Di↵erent PCM states also have distinct optical properties, and switching between states

can be performed via low-power optical excitation [142]. Reading logical values from

di↵erent states is also feasible. More recently, PCM cells that are etched on photonic

waveguides have been proposed [110], where memory operations at both PCM states are

experimentally verified. This means that optical signals in silicon-photonic links can be
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directly used to write and read PCM cells that are integrated into on-chip photonic waveg-

uides. The time is ripe to explore the design and architectures of optical PCM (O-PCM)

caches. Ultimately, this paves the way for an all-optical memory hierarchy, dramatically

alleviating the memory wall problem we are faced with today. The non-volatile nature of

PCM also enables non-volatility at the LLC level, and supports future endeavors such as

in-memory computing, neuromorphic computing, and database recovery.

In this chapter, we perform an architectural exploration of O-PCM LLCs. We base

our design on Pho$ from Chapter 3 and replace its electronic LLC with an O-PCM LLC

with similar capacity to provide high-bandwidth all-optical communication between the

processor and memory. Our design uses a per-bank write queue and a “no-allocate”

LLC write policy to alleviate the slow write speeds and low write endurance of PCM,

respectively. We perform a design-space exploration of the write queue size and show

that as small as an 8-entry write queue between the L1 cache and LLC can achieve a 2%

reduction in execution time over the Pho$ design (20% reduction over electronic baseline)

despite a very slow write latency. We also demonstrate that with a “no allocate” write

policy, Pho$ with an O-PCM LLC improves the average lifetime of the LLC by 13⇥ when

compared with just one level of O-PCM between the processor and DRAM. Ultimately,

we show that an all-optical memory hierarchy design can potentially have comparable

performance to Pho$ while providing non-volatility by leveraging PhC SRAM cells [123],

O-PCM cells [110, 142], and on-chip optical interconnects at the same time.
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4.2. Background

4.2.1. Phase Change Memory

The phase change material used in PCM is GeSbTe (GST), an alloy of germanium, an-

timony, and tellurium. A PCM cell stores a binary value by transitioning the material

between a crystalline and an amorphous state. The two states exhibit very di↵erent resis-

tances and refractive indices, making GST suitable for both electrical and optical control

operations. When the GST alloy is heated to a high temperature and quickly cooled,

it switches to the amorphous state; when it is heated to a temperature that is between

the crystallization and melting point and then slowly cooled, the material switches to the

crystalline state.

PCM has a number of desirable characteristic as a storage device. It has a fast read

access time, high density, zero leakage current, and non-volatility. It is also possible to use

partially crystalline states of PCM to enable multi-level cells (MLC) storage [16, 118, 90].

The two challenges that limit using PCM to build on-chip caches are its high write

latency and write endurance. The long latency for writes makes PCM unsuitable to be

used as first level caches because PCM caches can have write latencies as slow as over

200 ns [92]. The high tra�c in higher level caches also hinders the life time of PCM caches,

and the write endurance of a PCM is only around 108 writes [171]. However PCM might

bring performance benefits when it is used in large lower level caches or main memory,

where the write latency can be hidden to some extent, and high density leveraged for

larger capacities.
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Figure 4.1. O-PCM cell structure: GST on an optical waveguide [142].

4.2.2. Optical PCM (O-PCM)

Typically, PCM cells are controlled with electrical signals. During writes, state transi-

tions are triggered by passing electrical currents through the GST material. Reads are

performed by passing a read current and measuring the voltage. Recently optical PCM

(O-PCM) have been demonstrated [110, 142] where the GST material is deposited on

a silicon waveguide. The proposed O-PCM has been experimentally verified to perform

memory operations at both GST states and is compatible with existing CMOS and other

silicon-photonics integration. Figure 4.1 shows how the GST material is coupled to an

optical waveguide [142].

O-PCM write operations are performed by sending an optical signal through the

waveguide on which the GST material is coupled. The optical signal has enough en-

ergy to heat the GST material and trigger a state transition. Writing a logical “0”, or

RESET operation requires 150 ns. This is performed when an optical pulse of 600 pJ
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Figure 4.2. O-PCM cell write operations.
Writing a logical “0”: (a) Latency and power (b) state transition;
Writing a logical “1”: (c) Latency and power (d) state transition

(6mW ⇥ 50 ns + 3mW ⇥ 100 ns) is provided for 150 ns. The second pulse cools the GST

slowly, and transitions the material to a crystalline state. Writing a logical “1”, or SET

operation requires 50 ns. This is performed when an optical pulse of 300 pJ (6mW⇥50 ns)

is provided for 50 ns. Because only a single quick pulse is applied, the GST is able to be

quickly cooled and switched to the amorphous state. Such long write latencies must be

mitigated or hidden for O-PCM to be used in the LLC. Figure 4.2 shows the transition

diagrams, latencies, and power requirements for O-PCM write operations.
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O-PCM cell can be read by leveraging the distinct refractive indices of the crystalline

and amorphous states, which absorbs di↵erent amounts of light passed through the cou-

pled waveguide. Thus we can measure the intensity of the output light pulse and determine

the read result. The latency of a read operation is only attributed to the latency of a

light propagation through the waveguide, or time-of-flight. There is also no extra power

required other than the Tx and Rx powers for the optical interconnects. Because the

O-PCM material is directly integrated on an optical waveguide, it is possible for on-chip

photonic links to directly access a cache or memory bank built using O-PCM cells.

4.3. Architecture

In this section we describe the architecture to integrate O-PCM as a last level cache

to replace the electronic LLC in Pho$. We also describe the write queue for bu↵ering

writes from the upper L1 cache to the LLC as well as the modification to cache protocols

to lower the number of writes to the O-PCM LLC.

4.3.1. System Architecture Overview

Figure 4.3a illustrates the architecture of the proposed design where we replace the elec-

tronic LLC in Pho$ (see Figure 3.4) with an O-PCM LLC. The L1 instruction cache has

been omitted and Pho$Net, the optical NoC has been simplified. Similar to Pho$, the

processor, L1 cache banks, and O-PCM LLC all sit on the interposer with photonic links.

The shared L1 optical cache is built using PhC SRAM cells [123]. Instead of CMOS,

the LLC is now built using O-PCM cells. This requires the o↵-chip laser sources to also

power the O-PCM LLC die, in addition to the reply and request networks already present
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Figure 4.3. Pho$ + O-PCM architecture: (a) integration of an O-PCM
LLC in Pho$ (b) structure of a write queue (c) architecture of an O-PCM
cache bank.

in Pho$. This design removes the L1-LLC and LLC-DRAM OE/EO interfaces in Pho$.

These interfaces were needed in Pho$ because the electronic LLC sits between the optical

L1 caches and the optically connected main memory. In the new design, the entire cache

hierarchy is in the optical domain.

4.3.2. The Write Queue

All write operations to the LLC that originate from the L1 caches will go through a FIFO

write queue as shown in Figure 4.3b. The write queue can be designed to have di↵erent

numbers of entries. Each entry contains the address and data of an in-flight write to
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an LLC cache line. When the L1 cache initiates a write to the LLC, it writes to the

next empty slot in the write queue. Instead of waiting for the cache line to be written,

which incurs 150 ns, the L1 cache can return to its next operations immediately. In the

background, the write queue will be constantly writing the in-flight cache lines, in FIFO

order to the O-PCM LLC through the photonic links. Only when the write queue is full

will the L1 cache be forced to stall. When the head of the queue has been written to the

LLC, the L1 cache is then able to send its write to the newly available slot. Thus the

maximum wait time for an LLC write initiated by the L1 cache is 150 ns, and the long

write latency can be hidden from the processor to some extent. The slot selector keeps

two pointers. One points to an available entry where the next incoming write will go, and

the other points to the head slot of the write queue, which is the next entry to be drained

onto the photonic link connecting the LLC.

When there is a cache miss in the L1 cache, it checks the write queue for a matching

address first. If there is a match this means the write queue contains the most up-to-date

data for that cache line and returns the data to the L1 cache. Only when no match is found

does the L1 cache send the request to the LLC. The write queue is a fully-associative

structure since any cache block might be written to any queue slot. As as result it is

important to model the read latency of the write queue according to the number of total

slots since fully-associative lookups can be expensive.

4.3.3. O-PCM Cache Bank

Figure 4.3c shows the architecture of an O-PCM cache bank. The outside decoding circuits

are similar to that presented in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.7. The optical row decoder and
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column decoders can interpret the incoming cache address and select the corresponding

O-PCM cells to read or write. The tag comparator will determine if there is a cache hit or

miss and send back the data in the case of a read request. In principle, since each O-PCM

cell can be accessed via its coupled waveguide, they are compatible with the peripheral

control circuits. Due to the high density characteristic of the PCM material, we expect

O-PCM caches have a larger capacity per unit area when compared with electronic caches.

In our design, we envision a 32MB O-PCM LLC with single-cycle read latency and 150 ns

write latency. Even though writing a logical “1” has a latency of only 50 ns, unless the

entire cache line and tag bits are composed of “1”s, a logical “0” will need to be written,

which costs 150 ns. The read latency of the O-PCM cache should only be determined by

the time-of-flight of the optical signal passing through the cache, and it is closely tied to

the physical dimensions of the cache. The novelty of the technology, however, means that

we will need to architect the exact layout of the cells to model such a cache’s area and

capacity, which is left for future work.

4.3.4. “No Allocation” Policy

The GST material used in O-PCM cells is limited in terms of lifetime, as each cell can

only be written 108 times [171] before failing. To decrease the frequency of writing to

the O-PCM LLC, we propose a “no allocation” policy for cache operations. For a cache

hierarchy shown in Figure 4.3a, the policy can be described as follows:

• Read hit in L1: send data to processor normally

• Read miss in L1, read hit in LLC: move the line to L1; do not invalidate the line

in LLC, but move the line to bottom of LRU chain
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• Read miss in both L1 and LLC: fetch data from DRAM, but only allocate the

cache line in L1; do not allocate in LLC

• Evictions from L1:

– Clean eviction: send cache line to LLC and allocate in LLC

– Dirty eviction (writeback): send cache line to LLC and DRAM (LLC lines

are always clean)

• Read miss in LLC: fetch data from DRAM and forward to L1; do not allocate

in LLC

• Processor write in LLC:

– Write miss in LLC: fetch data from DRAM and forward to L1; do not

allocate in LLC

– Write hit in LLC: move the line to L1 to finish writing; do not invalidate

the line in LLC, but move the line to bottom of LRU chain

This policy essentially implements a near-exclusive L1-LLC cache hierarchy. All hits

in the LLC will have the cache line moved to the L1. Instead of invalidating the line in

the LLC which might incur a long write latency, we move it to the bottom of the LRU

replacement chain of the LLC. This ensures that the block will be used for replacement

when a next write comes in, which has nearly the same e↵ects as invaliding the line but

without the extra latency. Temporarily having a not-up-to-date data in the LLC does not

a↵ect the correctness of execution because both the L1 and LLC are shared to all cores.

Any access to the same address will result in a hit in the L1 (which houses the newest

correct data), not the LLC. To summarize, we only allocate in the O-PCM LLC on L1

evictions (clean and dirty), which will go through the write queue first. We never allocate
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in the O-PCM LLC on L1 misses only. Otherwise a write-after-write scenario can happen

when the cache line is soon evicted from L1, and unnecessary writes are sent to the LLC.

In this way we are able to reduce the number of writes to the O-PCM LLC, which both

increases performance and expands the lifetime of the O-PCM.

The policy can also be tuned for one level of O-PCM shared cache only. In this

architecture, the O-PCM is the only level of cache between the processor and DRAM.

• Read hit: send data to processor normally

• Read miss: fetch data from DRAM and send to processor; allocate in the cache

• Write hit: invalidate line and write in DRAM

• Write miss: write the line directly to DRAM; do not allocate in the cache

In this case, the O-PCM cache also only contains clean lines. Writing in the O-PCM

cache is avoided during processor writes since writing to DRAM is faster. Cache writes

are only performed during a read miss.

4.4. Experimental Methodology

In this section we describe the experimental methodology for a design-space explo-

ration of the O-PCM cache architecture. Our goals are:

• determine the feasibility of just one level of O-PCM cache between the processor

and DRAM

• determine the most optimal write queue size for Pho$ + O-PCM and one level

of O-PCM cache in terms of performance

• compare the performance of Pho$ + O-PCM and one level of O-PCM cache
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• determine which configuration benefits more from the “no allocation” cache pol-

icy in terms of performance and cell life time

4.4.1. Design Space Exploration

We wish to find the optimal write queue sizes for the configurations Pho$ + O-PCM

and onelevel of O-PCM (for simplicity, we will use the names “Pho$OPCM” and “One

Level” for the rest of this thesis). As the size of a write queues increase, it is able to

bu↵er more write requests to the O-PCM LLC in the same time frame. As a result the

L1 cache and processor will need to wait for an empty slot in the write queue less often,

potentially increasing application performance. Increasing write queue sizes, however,

comes at a cost. Because each write queue slot needs to hold the entire cache address

the write queue must be a fully-associative structure to support reading in-flight writes

during an L1 cache miss. Fully-associative lookup latencies and fill latencies can scale

up dramatically as the number of entries increases. Thus as we increase the write queue

size, eventually we will hit an inflection point and get worse performance instead. Fully-

associative structures also require more circuitry, which is another reason we would like

to keep the write queue size to an optimal number: to have the least performance impact

and not consume too much power and area. We sweep through write queue sizes of 0, 4,

8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024.

We conduct our design space exploration using the Sniper simulator [28, 29] running

SPEC CPU2017 [25] (SPECspeed, ref inputs). For comparison, we also simulate a baseline

electronic multicore similar to a 16-core Intel Skylake [61, 42, 117, 139, 174, 175] as well as

Pho$ with an electronic LLC. The configurations for the eletronic baseline and Pho$ are
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Table 4.1. O-PCM: Simulated system parameters.

Component Details

Cores
16 cores, x86 ISA, 3.2GHz, OoO, 4 wide dispatch/commit,
224-entry ROB, 72-entry load queue, 56-entry store queue

L1 ICache

Baseline: electronic, private, 64B line,32 kB/core, 8-way, 4 cycles
One Level: N/A
Pho$/Pho$OPCM: optical, shared, 64B line, 1MB direct-mapped,
2-cycle read, 23-cycle write

L1 DCache

Baseline: electronic, private, 64B line, 32 kB/core, 8-way, 4 cycles
One Level: N/A
Pho$/Pho$OPCM: optical, shared, 4 banks, 64B line
4MB direct-mapped, 2-cycle read, 23-cycle write

L2
Baseline: electronic, private, 64B line, 256 kB/core, 4-way, 14 cycles
One Level/Pho$/Pho$OPCM: N/A

LLC

Baseline/Pho$: electronic, shared, non-inclusive, 64B line, 32MB
16-way, 50 cycles
One Level/Pho$OPCM: optical-PCM, shared, exclusive, 64B line
32MB, direct-mapped, 1-cycle read, 480-cycle write

Write Queue
Baseline/Pho$: N/A
One Level/Pho$OPCM: 1 queue per L1D bank, see Table 4.2 for latency

Network
Baseline: electronic
One Level/Pho$/Pho$OPCM: optical

Memory electronically connected, 49.37 ns

Table 4.2. Write queue sizes and latencies.

Write queue size (# of slots) 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024

Access cycles 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3

identical to that in Table 3.5 except the LLC which have a capacity of 32MB. To isolate

the experiment target to the cache hierarchy, OCM is not included in the configurations.

Table 4.1 summarizes the simulation details.

To calculate the access cycles of the write queue, we used Cacti 7.0 [11] to simulate

a fully-associative cache structure with the number of slots in Table 4.2 under the 14 nm
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technology node. The latencies were compared against the clock cycle of a 3.2GHz fre-

quency and rounded up to the nearest cycle. Reading from the write queue and writing

an entry to the tail of the queue will both be penalized with the corresponding access

cycle.

4.4.2. Modeling O-PCM and Write Queue

To correctly account for the long write latency of O-PCM and the background FIFO

operation of the write queue, we modified the Sniper simulator extensively. When the

L1 cache needs to write to the O-PCM LLC and the write queue is not full, we should

only incur the write queue’s access latency as the actual writing of the O-PCM LLC is

delayed until the cache line reaches the head of the queue. Between the times when the

cache line initially enters the tail of the queue and the actual write at the LLC level is

finished, if no other write has to wait for the queue to have an empty slot, then e↵ectively

the latency of this write is hidden from the processor and L1 cache. When the L1 cache

needs to write to the O-PCM LLC and the write queue is full, we should incur the write

queue’s access latency as well as the time needed for the queue to drain its current head.

Because the queue might have partially drained its head when the new write comes in,

the extra latency can be between 0 ns and 150 ns.

Because Sniper uses a statistically based simulation model and is not cycle-accurate,

instead of building a cache-like FIFO queue structure, we model the write queue timing

using a simple queueing model . Each instance of a write queue inside the simulator is

initialized with a queue size. Inside the queue, each in-flight entry records its end time

(time when the cache line has been fully written into the LLC) and address. When a
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Algorithm 1 Write queue modeling
1: function HasFreeSlot(tstart)
2: for i 0, wq size do
3: if wq entry[i].endtime <= tstart then
4: return True
5: end if
6: end for
7: return False
8: end function
9:

10: function AddEntry(tstart, tprocess, addr)
11: free 0
12: for i 0, wq size do . Find first available free slot
13: if wq entry[i].endtime <= tstart then
14: free i . Slot i is free right now
15: break
16: else if wq entry[i].endtime < wq entry[free].endtime then
17: free i . Slot i is the first free slot so far
18: end if
19: end for
20:

21: if tstart < wq entry[free].endtime then . Delay incoming write until the earliest
free slot

22: tend = wq entry[free].endtime+ tprocess
23: else . No need to wait for a slot
24: tend = tstart + tprocess
25: end if
26: wq entry[free].endtime tend
27: wq entry[free].addr  addr
28: end function
29:

30: function GetStartTime(tstart)
31: for i 0, wq size do . Find first available free slot
32: if wq entry[i].endtime <= tstart then
33: return tstart . New entry can be written to the queue immediately
34: else if wq entry[i].endtime < wq entry[free].endtime then
35: free i . Slot i is the first free slot so far
36: end if
37:

38: if tstart < wq entry[free].endtime then . Delay incoming write until the
earliest free slot

39: return wq entry[free].endtime
40: else . No need to wait for a slot
41: return tstart
42: end if
43: end for
44: end function
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Algorithm 2 Write queue model usage

1: tnow
2: twq avail  tnow
3: if not write queue.HasFreeSlot(tnow) then
4: twq avail  write queue.GetStartTime(tnow)
5: wait time twq avail � tnow
6: simulation time simulation time+ wait time
7: end if
8: tprocess  150 ns
9: write queue.AddEntry(tnow, tprocess, addr)

write enters the write queue, the model checks the current time against other entries for

any available slot. An available slot is found when an entry’s end time is earlier than the

current time, meaning that slot is not currently occupied by an in-flight write. If there

is an available slot, the cache line is put onto the queue and we incur no extra latency

except the queue access latency. If there is no available slot, the queue model calculates

the earliest time a slot becomes available and total waiting time is tavailable � tnow. Next

we will use the model to calculate and record the end time of the current incoming cache

line in the queue. The pseudocode of the model is described in Algorithm 1 and its

usage is described in Algorithm 2. Note that twq available, tnow, tstart and tend are elapsed

simulation timestamps. tprocess is the time required to process a single entry in the write

queue (150 ns in this experiment). To model reading from the write queue, every read to

the LLC is intercepted and the address is checked in the write queue first. If there is a

hit we incur the write queue’s access latency instead of the read latency of the LLC (LLC

hit) or DRAM (LLC miss).

To correctly attribute the added latencies to their respective hardware components, we

added a mem-write-queue label in the CPI stack calculation process. Any read hits in the

write queue and writes to the write queue will be categorized as cycles spent waiting for
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the write queue itself. Any time spent waiting for a slot to become available in the queue

is attributed to the O-PCM LLC or DRAM, depending on where the data is eventually

supplied from.

4.4.3. Write Policy and Cache Lifetime Study

We also modified the cache protocol in Sniper to support the “no allocation” policy

described in Section 4.3.4. We selected from the write queue design space exploration

the optimal write queue sizes in terms of performance and recorded their memory access

traces. For each benchmark, we calculated the number of writes to each physical cache

block. Then we used the maximum number of writes and the lifetime of the O-PCM

material (108) to calculate the number of times a benchmark can be repeated. We also

created CDFs of the total number of writes to each LLC physical cache frame to study

the policy’s e↵ect on the whole cache.

4.5. Experimental Results

4.5.1. Design Space Exploration Results

Figure 4.4 shows the average CPI stacks [78] of the baseline electronic multicore, One Level

with di↵erent write queue sizes, Pho$OPCM with di↵erent write queue sizes, as well as

the Pho$ architecture proposed in Chapter 3 running workloads from SPEC CPU2017.

For One Level, because there is only one level of O-PCM cache between the processor

and DRAM, the cache is under heavy tra�c. Read misses show up as “mem-dram”

components in the CPI stack because the data is fetched from DRAM, then written to

the cache. Without a write queue, One Level’s CPI is 143⇥ that of baseline, and all
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Figure 4.4. Average CPU2017 CPI Stacks normalized to baseline (electronic
multicore).

hardware components are severely stalled. As we increase the size of the write queue,

One Level’s CPI decreases quickly. For write queues of 256 and 512 entries, we hit an

optimal performance at 1.04⇥ slower than baseline. We also see the CPI of the write

queue (dark blue) increase as we use larger queues because (1) larger queues can store

more in-flight writes, which increases the possibility that a cache read hits in the write

queue and (2) larger write queues have longer access latencies. The benefits of a larger

queue size diminish at a 1024-entry write queue. Compared to 256- and 512-entry write

queues with 2-cycle access latencies, a 1024-entry write queue su↵ers by having a 3 cycle

access latency. Nonetheless, despite big write queues, One Level is incapable of performing
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Figure 4.5. O-PCM cache lifetime.

better than the electronic baseline. It seems imperative that we add an L1 cache before

the O-PCM cache.

For the Pho$OPCM configurations, the optical shared L1 cache absorbs the majority

of the tra�c to the O-PCM LLC. With the LLC acting as a “victim cache” for the L1,

we get comparable performance to Pho$ with only a 4-entry write queue, with an 18%

reduction in CPI over baseline. Pho$OPCM does hit its optimal write queue size early

as increasing beyond 8 entries does not yield any significant performance benefits. With

an 8-entry write queue, the majority of writes to the O-PCM LLC is hidden, and we get

a 20% CPI reduction compared to baseline and 2% CPI reduction compared to Pho$.
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Figure 4.6. Normalized O-PCM cache lifetime (Pho$OPCM vs One Level).

By conducting the design space exploration, we can determine that from a performance

aspect, the optimal write queue sizes for One Level and Pho$OPCM are 256 and 8,

respectively. Detailed CPI stacks for every benchmark can be found in the Appendix

(Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3).

4.5.2. “No Allocation” Policy Study

Figure 4.5 shows the lifetime of One Level and Pho$OPCM with the “no allocation”

policy running workloads from SPEC CPU2017. Figure 4.6 shows the normalized lifetime

of Pho$OPCM vs One Level. When employing the “no allocation” policy, Pho$OPCM

has a significant longer average lifetime than One Level (13⇥). For lbm, nab, and x264 0,
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Pho$OPCM shows shorter lifetimes than One Level. This can be because the write-heavy

characteristic of these workloads. For One Level, when writes miss in the O-PCM cache,

the “no allocation” policy governs that no block allocation happens in the cache but writes

are directed to the DRAM instead. For Pho$OPCM in the case of a stream of writes to

the same cache line, if the writes miss both in the L1 and the O-PCM LLC, when the

cache line is fetched from DRAM it can cause an eviction from the L1, which will be a

cache allocation in the O-PCM LLC. This experiment shows that the “no allocation”

policy works well to improve O-PCM lifetime for general workloads but not for workloads

with long streams of writes.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 consider lifetime by calculating the earliest physical cache frame to

fail after repeated writes. In Figure 4.7 we consider all physical cache frames by showing

the CDF of the percentage of physical cache frames and their total number of writes for

One Level and Pho$OPCM, respectively. For most benchmarks, Pho$OPCM shows a

steeper plot and the CDF reaches 100% more quickly. This means that physical cache

frames experience fewer number of writes in a benchmark run, indicating an overall longer

lifetime for the O-PCM cache. The only exception is lbm where One Level experiences

fewer writes for almost all physical cache frames, for the reason explained in the paragraph

above.

4.6. Conclusions

Emerging phase change memory is a promising technology for building future memo-

ries and caches with advantages such as high density, low leakage power, and data non-

volatility. However, both electrical and optical PCM su↵er from high write latency, high
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(a) One Level

(b) Pho$OPCM.

Figure 4.7. Cache Frames Writes CDF.
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write energy, and low write endurance. In this chapter, we augmented the opto-electrical

cache hierarchy architecture of Pho$ with an O-PCM last level cache for an all-optical

cache hierarchy. We performed a design space exploration on the performance impacts of

write queues in mitigating O-PCM’s long write latency. We also studied the e↵ects of a

“no allocation” write policy to reduce the frequency of O-PCM cache writes for both One

Level and Pho$OPCM configurations. Our results show that by employing only a write

queue of 8 entries and the write policy, the combination of Pho$ and an O-PCM LLC can

achieve (1) similar performance to Pho$ despite O-PCM’s long write latency, (2) 13⇥ the

cache lifetime vs One Level, while providing non-volatility at the cache level.
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CHAPTER 5

Public Release and Validation of SPEC CPU2017 PinPoints

5.1. Introduction

In architecture research, evaluating novel ideas before they are physically implemented

requires modeling them on simulators that execute a wide range of representative bench-

marks. Released in 2017, the SPEC (Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation)

CPU 2017 benchmark suite [1] has been a popular tool in computer architecture for such

tasks. However, the increased dynamic instruction counts and large memory footprints

of CPU2017 over its predecessors have led to unrealistically long simulation times. The

increasingly complex modeling of novel architectures, possibly with high core counts,

sophisticated cache and Network-on-Chip protocols, and emerging materials further ex-

acerbate the problem—some benchmarks take months to simulate to completion. To

combat this problem, phase-based statistical sampling methods like SimPoint [150] were

developed, in which simulating multiple short representative regions can predict the be-

havior of the whole application, significantly reducing the total simulation time. The

Intel PinPoints [131] tool set automates the region-finding process by using the program

instrumentation tools Pin [105] and PinPlay [133]. Each generated representative region,

also called a pinball, can be replayed on simulators such as Sniper [28] and ZSim [147]

and shared among researchers, liberating them from the need to collect sampled regions.
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Pinballs of CPU2017 are already available online [177, 2] from other researchers. How-

ever, our own attempts at using these pinballs with the latest version of the Sniper simula-

tor were unsuccessful as various errors would end simulations before performance statistics

could be collected. Thus we decided to collect our own pinballs of the CPU2017 SPEC-

speed benchmarks, not only to use in our own research, but also to provide an alternate set

of CPU2017 pinballs that researchers from around the world might find useful. The link

to our pinballs repository can be found on our lab’s website, PARAG@N, under “Pinballs”

in the Artifacts section at http://paragon.cs.northwestern.edu/#Artifacts. This chapter

provides the details of our pinball collecting process, pinball statistics, and validation of

representability against whole programs in terms of cycles per instruction (CPI).

Our generated pinballs achieve an average absolute error rate of 12% when comparing

their predicted CPIs with those of dynamically linked native applications in the SPEC

CPU2017 SPECspeed suite. We also find that for applications with high CPI prediction

error rates, comparing against statically linked applications can reduce their error rate

by an average of 29.7%, bringing the average absolute error rate across the entire SPEC

CPU2017 SPECspeed suite down to 8%.

5.2. Background

5.2.1. SPEC CPU2017

SPEC CPU2017 is a collection of 43 benchmarks categorized into four suites: SPECspeed

Integer, SPECspeed Floating Point, SPECrate Integer, and SPECrate Floating Point.

The SPECspeed benchmarks are mainly used for measuring execution time by always

http://paragon.cs.northwestern.edu/#Artifacts
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running one copy of a benchmark while SPECrate measures throughput by running mul-

tiple concurrent copies of each benchmark. CPU2017 also provides three input sizes: test,

train, and ref. Only the ref input size can be used when reporting time metrics.

5.2.2. Pinballs

Pin [105] from Intel is a dynamic binary instrumentation framework. Tools created using

Pin can be used to analyze user space applications at the instruction set architecture (ISA)

level. It does not require recompiling the source code of a target application because the

instrumentation is performed at run time. The Program Record/Replay Toolkit [133], or

PinPlay is a set of tools built using Pin that support the logging and replaying of an entire

program or a part of it. Running PinPlay’s logger on a program produces a pinball, which

can either be replayed using PinPlay itself or fed into a simulator. A pinball is a collection

of files that contain information about a program like initial memory and register states,

register states before and after system calls, etc. When replayed, the pinball guarantees

repeatable and deterministic behavior. A large pinball of a whole program can be sliced

into regional pinballs.

SimPoint [150] is a tool that uses statistical sampling to capture multiple representative

simulation regions of a large program. The simulation points produced by SimPoint

contain the bulk of information about a program’s execution and can be used to accurately

model the run time behavior of the whole program. Each simulation point is associated

with a weight that roughly represents the relative frequency by which the corresponding

phase executes in the program. Because only small phases of the program are captured,

simulation time with SimPoint is greatly reduced.
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Figure 5.1. PinPoints workflow.

PinPoints [131] combines Pin with SimPoint. It uses the whole program pinball

recorded with PinPlay as input to SimPoint and produces simulation points in the form

of regional pinballs. Figure 5.1 shows the workflow for capturing regional pinballs. There

are a number of advantages with using pinballs produced by PinPoints. They are OS in-

dependent, provide reproducible and deterministic simulation results, and can be shared

among researchers.

5.2.3. ELFies

ELFies [132] or pinballs2elf is a tool-chain that converts a pinball into an ELF executable,

which can be run natively on Linux and without extra overhead. This is useful when

validating the regions produced by SimPoint. To validate SimPoint, one needs to compute

the error rate by calculating (1) the weighted average of CPIs of the regional pinballs, and

(2) the CPI of the whole program pinball. Typically, the CPIs are collected by running

the pinballs through a simulator. While step 1 can be quite fast as the slices are relatively

short, step 2 requires the simulation of the entire program, which can be unrealistically
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time consuming. In our experience, the fastest whole-program simulation in the CPU2017

suite using the Sniper architectural simulator finished in 28 days when running on a

modern Intel-based server. The ELF executables generated by ELFies significantly reduce

the validation time by allowing one to execute regional pinballs natively and use hardware

counters to calculate the CPI. In this way we are able to quickly validate our pinballs by

comparing the CPI obtained by hardware performance counters of the original application

and the ELFies generated from the regional pinballs.
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5.3. Methodology

Figure 5.2 shows the entire workflow for our experiments. We use PinPoints (with Pin

version 3.7) to generate regional pinballs of the SPEC CPU2017 SPECspeed benchmarks

(both INT and FP) with the ref input size. All benchmarks are compiled on an Intel

Xeon™ E5-2695 V3 processor (Haswell, 14 cores, 2.3GHz, 32 kB L1 cache, 256 kB L2 cache,

35MB last-level cache) running Linux kernel 4.18 using GCC 8. We disable the OpenMP

compilation flags but keep all other optimization flags consistent with the recommended

example provided by the CPU2017 distribution and target the 64-bit ISA. As for tuning

the parameters of SimPoint, we use a maxk value of 32 (32 maximum regions), a slice size

of 100 million instructions, and a warmup length of 300 million instructions. We leave

out some FP benchmarks because they could take months, as the logging and replaying

process can incur as much as 200⇥ slowdown compared to native execution [134]. Table 5.1

summarizes the SimPoints and global dynamic instruction counts of the benchmarks we

run. Note that the executions of 600.perlbench s, 602.gcc s, 625.x264 s, 657.xz s, and

603.bwaves s have multiple steps, with each step taking in a di↵erent input. We consider

each step as a separate benchmark, denoted by the number index su�xes after the dot

in the Benchmark column. The 90 Percentile SimPoints column shows the least

number of SimPoints needed to reach a cumulative weight of 0.9 or more.

To evaluate the pinballs, we use ELFies to convert the region pinballs into native

executables and use Linux perf to read hardware performance counters and calculate the

CPIs of the individual regions. We then take measurements on a system with an Intel

Core™ i7-8700 processor (Skylake, 6 cores, 3.2GHz, 32 kB L1 cache, 256 kB L2 cache, 8MB

last-level cache) and 16GB of DRAM, running Ubuntu 18.04 with a 4.18 Linux kernel.
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Table 5.1. CPU2017 SimPoints.

Benchmark # of SimPoints 90 Percentile Sim-
Points

Instructions (bil-
lion)

SPEC Int
600.perlbench s.0 16 9 1961.85
600.perlbench s.1 12 4 1150.03
600.perlbench s.2 18 9 1109.25
602.gcc s.0 19 6 4721.74
602.gcc s.1 22 12 1412.38
602.gcc s.2 23 11 1350.69
605.mcf s 29 17 4066.58
620.omnetpp s 3 2 5951.38
623.xalancbmk s 23 18 9226.90
625.x264 s.0 25 16 1522.16
625.x264 s.1 20 14 5515.79
625.x264 s.2 15 9 5560.37
631.deepsjeng s 6 5 4848.04
641.leela s 21 13 13728.15
648.exchange2 s 19 15 10596.43
657.xz s.0 18 10 12910.01
657.xz s.1 17 11 8018.37
Average 18 10.65 5508.83

SPEC FP
603.bwaves s.0 27 5 59025.56
603.bwaves s.1 31 6 55580.46
607.cactuBSSN s 31 6 32636.33
619.lbm s 16 8 18501.50
621.wrf s 27 20 114200.20
627.cam4 s 21 13 38725.31
628.pop2 s 20 12 95140.64
644.nab s 16 7 29067.15
649.fotonik3d s 23 10 123075.22
654.roms s 30 23 123075.22
Average 24.2 11 61211.27

Using a system for measurement that is di↵erent than the system used for collecting the

pinballs reflects the actual way that the pinballs we release will be used in the wild.
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We measure each region or whole program instance ten times and calculate the average

CPI. The ELFies are generated with the hardware performance counters PERF COUNT HW CPU CYCLES

and PERF COUNT HW CPU INSTRUCTIONS found in /usr/include/linux/perf event.h. To

measure whole program performance, we use perf record and sample the cpu clk unhalted.thread

and inst retired.any hardware counters. To minimize OS noise and DVFS e↵ects, we turn

o↵ Intel Hyper-Threading, Turbo Boost, and SpeedStep, and run all experiments at the

init 3 runlevel. We use Sniper 7.4 with two versions of Pin (3.7 and 3.11) to test the

generated pinballs and verify that they can run without errors. We calculate the region

predicted CPIs and prediction errors according to the following equations:

predicted CPI =
num simpointsX

i=1

CPIi ⇥ weighti

pred error = |whole program CPI�predicted CPI|
whole program CPI

5.4. Results

Figure 5.3 shows the prediction errors and CPI comparisons of our pinballs against

native runs of the benchmarks. The average absolute prediction error rate across all

benchmarks is 12%. For most benchmarks, our pinballs represent native execution well,

and we can expect the pinballs to reasonably represent the performance characteristics of

their native counterparts, while significantly reducing simulation time.

Benchmarks 631.deepsjeng s, 607.cactuBSSN s, 621.wrf s, and 644.nab s have error

rates above 25%. We posit that this is caused by the di↵erence between dynamically

linked libraries on the machine used to collect the pinballs and the machine used to

collect runtime execution CPIs. To investigate this, we statically link 631.deepsjeng s,

607.cactuBSSN s, and 644.nab s, and compare the CPIs calculated by the pinball regions
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Figure 5.3. Pinball validation results.
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Figure 5.4. Validation results for statically linked binaries.

with the whole-program CPIs of the statically compiled benchmarks. We show the pre-

diction errors and CPI comparisons in Figure 5.4. Statically linking 621.wrf s requires

libgfortran.a, which is not available in our version of RHEL, thus we exclude this ap-

plication from further investigation. Using statically linked binaries reduces the absolute

CPI error of these three benchmarks by an average of 29.7%. This also brings the average

error across the entire benchmark suite down to less than 8%.

Unfortunately, licensing restrictions prevent us from releasing statically linked versions

of 631.deepsjeng s, 607.cactuBSSN s, and 644.nab s. Users of our pinballs (or any other

pinball releases, for that matter) should be aware of the relatively high errors when using

dynamically linked versions of these three benchmarks. Alternatively, users can statically
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compile their own versions of these three benchmarks on their own platforms and recollect

the corresponding pinballs, or at least verify the pinballs’ accuracy on their machines by

comparing the calculated CPI with our published data.

Although further in-depth tuning of PinPoint parameters to generate more accurate

pinballs for these four benchmarks is possible, that is a topic for future work.

5.5. Conclusions

In this chapter we announce to the computer architecture community the public re-

lease of validated pinballs for SPEC CPU2017 SPECspeed benchmarks, and share the

details of our pinball-collecting process, statistics, and validation results. Our validation

shows that the average absolute CPI error rate of our pinballs is 12% for dynamically

linked benchmarks. We also discover that di↵erences exist between dynamically linked

and statically linked benchmarks when their CPIs are compared against the CPI results

predicted from pinballs. For benchmarks that exhibit high errors when compiled dynam-

ically, we find that compiling them statically can reduce the CPI error rate by 29.7%. In

particular, when statically linking 631.deepsjeng s, 607.cactuBSSN s, and 644.nab s, and

dynamically linking all other benchmarks, we estimate an average absolute CPI error of

less than 8% across the entire SPEC SPU2017 suite. The link to our pinballs repository

can be found on our lab’s website, PARAG@N, under “Pinballs” in the Artifacts section

at http://paragon.cs.northwestern.edu/#Artifacts.

http://paragon.cs.northwestern.edu/#Artifacts
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CHAPTER 6

Looking Ahead: Future Work

In this chapter we discuss some of the limitations of the work presented in this thesis

and propose future work to conceptualize the directions to continue pursuing.

6.0.1. LC DC : Impact on the Application Level and Comparison with Exist-

ing Energy Proportional Policies

In Section 2.6 our results show that LC DC on average increases packet latency by 6%.

The question remains, however, on how the power gating latency can be translated to

performance impact at the datacenter level and to appliications. A sensitivity study

on the power gating delay and the impact to network performance would be beneficial.

Networking impact metrics can include packet latency and application metrics can in-

clude round-trip latency, query per second, etc. This study can build a stronger case

on why LC DC needs to hide the power gating latency. A quantitative analysis and

evaluation of LC DC compared to existing energy proportional policies (ElasticTree [79],

DREAM [185], CARPO [172], etc) can help argue why these works cannot be directly

translated to optical interconnects and why LC DC is necessary.

Future work on LC DC evaluation can use a more sophisticated network simulator that

is widely accepted by the networking community. One such simulator is the NS-3 [141], a
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popular discrete-event network simulator. It supports custom topologies, custom proto-

cols, and user-defined tra�c and meets the needs for evaluating data center applications

on LC DC .

6.0.2. O-PCM Cache

In Chapter 4 we performed a design space exploration of O-PCM caches. However the

architectural details of an O-PCM cache is not clear yet. Below summarizes some key

points that need to be considered when exploring a complete design:

• Cell size and peripheral circuits. As O-PCM cells are still a very new technology,

their cell sizes are subject to change with rapid developments of related research.

This directly a↵ects the capacity of an O-PCM cache. Depending on the density,

3D stacking might also be required. The cell size also impacts latency as we

will need to consider the dimensions when calculating optical round-trip time.

The peripheral circuits used in Pho$ (Section 3.3) are in theory compatible with

O-PCM but newer technologies can present more optimized architectures. It is

important to work with our collaborators on these aspects.

• Similar to Pho$, an optical network should be designed and evaluation be per-

formed. For an O-PCM LLC to be practical, the original Pho$Net can be ex-

tended to also connect the LLC. As can be seen from Section 3.5.2, the design of

an optical NoC can greatly a↵ect its power and feasibility. Correspondingly, an

analysis on why or why not the network protocol should be expanded can also

be conducted.
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• Energy e�ciency evaluation. Energy remains a focal point in all architectural

research, and it is necessary for an energy evaluation of the O-PCM LLC for it

to be desirable to future architectures.

6.0.3. PinPoints Energy

While the pinballs presented in Chapter 5 represent whole program performance well, our

verification shows that the energy of pinballs do not actually reflect that of the whole

program. SimPoint [150] was developed with representing performance characteristics in

mind, and naturally is not applicable to energy evaluation. Research that tries to extend

this work can exploit this deficiency in SimPoint and develop a new methodology that

preferably can use small program regions to represent both performance and energy of

the whole program. Energy is of course highly hardware dependent. We do envision that

such a new methodology can be very impactful to not only the architecture community,

but also research in all of computing.
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CHAPTER 7

Related Work

7.1. Data Center Networks

Heller et al. propose ElasticTree [79], a power manager that dynamically adjusts

the set of active links and switches to satisfy data center tra�c while saving energy.

Ananthanarayanan and Katz [7] present a switch design that estimates tra�c to power

down ports when possible. Zhou et al. propose DREAM [185], which tries to slice TCP

flows across multiple paths and dynamically adjusting path selection. Wang et al. present

CARPO [172], an adaptive link rate solution that consolidates tra�c flows according to

their correlations. Kandula et al. [88] add on-demand “flyways” (wireless and wired)

links to tackle network congestions and to provide extra network capacity over a base

average network. Ghobadi et al. [65] propose ProjectToR which uses free-space optics for

inter-rack communications.

Laser gating has been proposed before for on-chip interconnects [45, 48, 46, 50], which

however do not present the complexities that laser gating on data center networks has

to address (e.g., fast CDR, fast power-up of commercial transceiver electronics, control

plane updates at the switch, and kernel modification to set up an early warning system).

A previous proposal for laser control in on-chip interconnects [50] was extended to data

centers but only as a conceptual study; no evaluation was performed on tra�c similar to
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modern large-scale data centers (only a university data center tra�c trace was used), and

the feasibility of the technique was not demonstrated.

Helios [59] identifies the subset of tra�c best suited to circuit switching and dynam-

ically reconfigures the network topology at runtime based on shifting communication

patterns.

7.2. Optical RAM

In the 1990s, Guilfoyle et al. [68] first introduced photonic random optical memory

for faster and less power consuming accesses of the main memory and Chiarulli et al. [33]

proposed an opto-electronic memory hierarchy for similar purposes. Pleros et al. [137],

Alexoudi et al. [4], and Nozaki et al. [123] propose using di↵erent materials to build optical

SRAM cells with memory operations. Alexoudi et al. [6], Vagionas et al. [168], Maniotis

et al. [108, 109], and Pleros et al. [138] present a series of work that propose physical-level

optical cache architectures and integrating them into processors with simple interconnects.

Fotouhi et al. [62] exploit silicon-photonic interconnects in chiplet-based systems to build

uniform memory architectures.

7.3. Optical Networks-on-Chip

Several optical NoC works try to integrate photonics into on-chip communication.

Corona [170] implements an MWSR optical crossbar where nodes contend for an optical

token before they are allowed to transmit data, allowing the arbitration of a shared

channel. Vantrease et al. [169] propose a token slot arbitration mechanism to overcome the

shortcomings of Corona by dividing the data channel into di↵erent slots and assigning a

token to each slot. FireFly [127] partitions optical R-SWMR crossbars to connect clusters
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of electrical mesh networks. FeatherWeight [126] improves network fairness by assigning a

quota (maximum number of tokens) to each node with an epoch. ProLaser [49] segregates

the data channel and the control channel and manages them separately in order to save

laser power. LumiNOC [98] aims to reduce waveguide loss and laser power by dividing a

large NoC into small subnets.

7.4. Optical PCM and NVM Caches

Phase change memory as a potential building block for on-chip caches has been pre-

viously researched. Joo et al. [85] introduce a number of proposals to build PCM caches,

including write distribution among cells and data inversion tactics to improve write en-

durance. Dong et al. [55] develop NVSim, which is a non-volatile memory simulator that

estimates access time, energy, and area for di↵erent NVM technologies, albeit not for

O-PCM. Hankin et al. [77] present a set of heuristics for modeling NVM-based LLCs

and evaluated several designs using di↵erent NVM technologies. Their results show that

almost all NVM-based LLCs perform worse than electronic baselines with similar cache

capacity and area.

7.5. Statically Based Workload Characterizations

A number of methods and tools have been proposed and implemented to help re-

duce the simulation time of benchmarks in architectural research. SimPoint [150] is an

algorithm that automatically finds small regions of a program that can represent the ar-

chitectural characteristics of the whole program, thereby reducing simulation time. Patil

et al. and Intel develop PinPoints [131] which uses SimPoint and Pin [105] to automati-

cally produces shareable and OS-independent regional pinballs that can be simulated by
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simulators like Sniper [28, 29] and ZSim [147]. Patil et al. also develops ELFies [132] that

can convert pinballs to individual ELF binaries to support faster pinball validation.

Several works have also analyzed the SPEC CPU2017 suite using di↵erent methods.

Panda et al. [128] conduct a detailed architectural analysis of the CPU2017 suite and

compare against the CPU2006 suite. Singh et al. [153] use methods like dynamic binary

instrumentation, native hardware performance counters, and OS based tools to conduct

a comprehensive study of the CPU2017 suite. Wu et al. [177, 2] are the first to provide

publicly available pinballs for SPEC CPU2017 but the pinballs were unusable in many

scenarios.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions

Breakthroughs in optical interconnects and silicon photonics have shifted computer

architecture into new terratories. As Moore’s Law and Dennard scaling continue to reach

the end of their life cycles, opportunities have arisen to take advantage of the low latency,

high bandwidth, and high energy e�ciency of photonics in modern computer architecture.

Existing optical interconnects have been a relatively overlooked aspect in optimizing

for energy-proportional data centers. Laser gating has been proposed as a way to reduce

laser power when the network is under low utilization, but the turn on delay remains an

issue, and the feasibility of the method must be studied on all levels. We proposed LC DC

, an energy-proportional data center network architecture that is co-designed through the

laser, switch, and OS levels. We performed a comprehensive study on the feasibility

of LC DC on these levels. We designed a tra�c generator that closely resembles real

world data center tra�c. We demonstrated that LC DC saves on average 60% optical

transceiver energy, and up to 27% overall data center energy, at the expense of only 6%

additional packet latency.

We then turn our focus to on-chip photonics and try to break through the memory

wall with emerging PhC memory cells and O-PCM cells. We emphasized that replacing

traditional electronic components in a processor with emerging optical components is not

a simple plug-and-play process, and the entire system stack needs to be rethinked and

redesigned. We introduced Pho$, which replaces traditional electronic L1 caches with a
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shared, 2-cycle read latency, multi MB capacity optical L1 cache. Our results indicate that

Pho$ is up to 3.89⇥ faster (1.41⇥ on average) than a traditional electronic multicore pro-

cessor while saving up to 90% energy-delay product (31% on average). We also improved

upon optical NoC designs by designing a hybrid MWSR/R-SWMR network architecture,

which consumes up to 70% less power than directly applying existing topologies under

realistic assumptions. Lastly we extended the electronic LLC in Pho$ with a cache built

using optical phase change memory. Our design space exploration showed the potentials

of such an architecture. Despite the long write latency of O-PCM, our design achieves

similar performance to Pho$ but also enables non-volatility at the LLC level.

While working on this thesis, we also took the time to generate our own pinballs for

simulation use. We verified that our regional pinballs of SPEC CPU2017 represent the

whole program benchmarks of the suite with only 12% error rate, which can be improved

to 8% by dynamically linking some benchamarks. We also released the pinballs for other

researchers to use.
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Figure A.3. Average CPU2017 CPI Stacks normalized to baseline Part 5.
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